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Campus coffeeshop owners selected
BY BRYAN STOKES II
News Editor
After a highly competitive ap-
plication process, Kenyon has se-
lected a coffeehouse proposal for the
current Red Door Cafe location.
"The new tenant of the Red Door
Cafe location is a partnership of
three people," said Director of Busi-
ness Services Fred Linger. "There
were really no negatives with any
of the players. But the presentation
that this group gave to us really
spoke the language of what we were
really looking for here and left little
Tim Miller boxes
Glory, p. 5
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Blizzard merits class cancellation
BY JAMES LEWIS
AND DANIEL SILVERMAN
Collegian staff
"Classes are cancelled for the
remainder of the day (Monday,
Feb. 17) due to continuing severe
weather that has created hazard-
ous driving conditions. Classes are
cancelled effective immediately
and continuing for the remainder
of today's class schedule includi-
ng class seminars this evening."
This e-m- ail from Acting Provost
Gregory Spaid to students and fac-
ulty was prompted by the biggest
snowstorm ever seen in the Gam-
bier area. It was also the first time
since 1978 that classes had been
cancelled at Kenyon College due
Board names
BYJAYHELMER
Sports Editor
Two new members were elected
to the Kenyon Board of Trustees dur-
ing their most recent meeting. Paul
Goldberger, parent '04 was elected to
a four-ye-ar term, occupying one of
four spots reserved for parents trust-
ees. Aileen Hefferren '88, named a
trustee at large and to a six-ye- ar term.
A subcommitee within the board is as-
signed to the picking of new members,
the committee is chaired by Chairman
of the board David Horwitz, and there
doubt in. the areas of participation
we were really looking at here."
This partnership is comprised of Ja-
son Adelman, Joel Gunderson and
Margaret Lewis.
Adelman joins the group in an
advisory position, due to his work
with The Feve coffeeshop and bis-
tro at Oberlin College. Gunderson,
the son of Professor of Art Barry
Gunderson, is a public relations spe-
cialist for Christie's in New York.
He and Lewis, his wife, will be the
leaseholders and principal owners
of the new coffeeshop.
Adelman, who was en route to
to inclement weather.
The storm that hit Kenyon
and the Gambier community was
a result of "a large scale weather
system coming out of the south-
ern plains," according to the Na-
tional Weather System website.
According to the website, "mois-
ture from the Gulf of Mexico col-
liding with a mass of arctic air
dropping down from Canada pro-
duced a mix of snow, freezing rain
and rain from Nebraska east to the
Ohio Valley."
According to Village Admin-
istrator Jim Lenthe, Gambier was
prepared for the onslaught of
snow. He said, "We the Village
were not taken by surprise by the
recent snowfall. Our equipment
new Trustees
is a constantly changing list of "doz-
ens of names" to be trustees. With the
retirement of Dick Thomas and one
other trustee, Goldberger and
Hefferren were elected to take their
places. Goldberger is the father of Ben-
jamin Goldberger '04. He is . noted
architecture critic who currents write
for New Yorker magazine. Previously,
he had been the architecture critic at
the New York Times, where he won a
Pulitzer prize. Said Horwitz, "Paul 's a
distinguished writer and critic, expert
one of the and foremost experts in the
iff TRUSTEES, page three
Tonight: Mostly sunny. High: Saturday: Wintry mix. High:
36F, low: 18F. 39F, low: 17F.
Friday: Mostly cloudy. High: Sunday: Cloudy and windy.
39F, low: 28F. High: 28F, low: 12F.
Kenyon fights eating
disorders, p. 8
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New York, could not be reached
prior to publication.
"Gambier is a picture perfect
town," said Gunderson. "Kenyon is
a first rate school. The one thing it's
missing is a great cafe bistro that ca-
ters to the strange hours that stu-
dents keep."
The search for a new cafe op-
erator began in September 2002,
when it was decided by the College
that current operator Jennifer
Johnson's five year lease would not
be renewed on May 3 1 , 2003, when
it expires.
Although plans for the new
,
was prepared and ready to go, call-i- n
procedures had been discussed
and in place ..." According to
Lenthe, "no problems arose ... of
course extra hours and overtime
was required but that is a usual ex-
pectation during the winter and
snowy season." Kenyon College
was responsible for snow removal
in its, "parking lots, lanes, prop-
erty," according to Lenthe, and the
Village was responsible for snow
removal on, "public streets, alleys
etc." Gambier has used 75 tons of
salt this winter, three times the
amount used during a normal win-
ter.
Some Gambier businesses
also had to adapt due to the snow-se- e
SNOW, page four
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cafe are being decided this week
end as Adelman, Gunderson and
Lewis meet in New York, many of
the ideas will be borrowed from
three other eateries: The Feve;
Tommy's, a vegetarian restaurant in
Cleveland Heights and Blue Evo-
lution, a New York restaurant pa-
tronized by students of Columbia
College.
"They have a number of unique
plans, and a willingness to try new
things ... We believe that they've got
good business sense, so they know
what to offer and they know what
they can gamble on," said Linger.
MUN takes nationals
BY ALLYSON WHIPPLE
Staff Reporter
Last weekend, Kenyon
College's Model United Nations
team won the national tournament
at Harvard University. Ten mem-
bers of the team attended the com-
petition consisting of 1900 del-
egates. Those in attendance were
sophomore co-captai- ns Mike
Ludders and Nick Kwiek, Amy
Gallese '03, first-yea- rs Megan
Barrett, Johannes Van Der Tuin,
John Hart '05, Sarah Culpepper
'06, Peng Wu '03, Nhu "Noodle"
Truong '06 and Raymond "Griz"
Coatoam '05.
The competition was held in
a hotel in Boston, creating an
around-the-cloc- k, live simulation
I -
lie
team meets their 2003 successors
was an inspiration to the current
Swimming wins cham-
pionships, p.14-1- 5
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'But the willingness to gamble is
there. It's hard to argue with 11 years
of success, and that's what we look
for in Gambier."
One of the most convincing
parts of the. partnership's proposal
was the consultation of Adelman.
Gunderson graduated from Oberlin
in 1993, followed by Lewis in 1994.
Because of their knowledge of The
Feve's success, they chose to pur-
sue this professional relationship.
"We're hopefully going to cre-
ate a place that's very hip and so-
phisticated ... has a good vibe,'' said
see CAFE, page two
of the United Nations. "It's an in-
teractive social scene that com-
pletely co-ming- les with interac-
tive debate," said Mike Ludders.
After debating for eight hours
a day, members could interact with
their fellow delegates. Because
the national competition is such a
large size, current situations can
be debated in real time and the ho-
tel really does seem to become the
United Nations.
Each school takes on the char-
acter of at least one country, and
individual delegates from these
countries meet in committees and
work together to solve problems
and pass international laws. To
make the competition even more
intense, moderators will throw in
see MUN, page two
Kevin Guckes
at halftime. The 1965 team,
Lords team.
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Cafe: Trio to use
CONTINUED FROM PAGEONE
Gunderson.
A portion of this may be de-
rived from the atmosphere present
in The Feve. In the April 2, 1999
issue of The Oberlin Review, col-
umnist Brian Gresko described the
coffeeshop's atmosphere as fitting
these characteristics, saying, "As a
social space, the Feve cultivates a
certain image and attitude as a cool,
hip place to hangout. In effect, there
are two Feves: the Feve, a place
which serves coffee, and The Feve,
a place which designates a person
as hip, alternative, postmodern. But
does the Feve actually say much
about a person, or does talking
MUN: Takes first place at recent
CONTINUED FROM PAGEONE
spontaneous problems, such as a
natural disaster or threats to one
country made by another. Com-
mittee members have to respond
to these extra obstacles in charac-
ter, creating unique challenges.
Unlike sports, there is no road
to a national championship. Teams
must be invited by the school that
is hosting the competiton; to do
February 12 - February 18, 2003
Feb. 12, 2:38 p.m. Underage
possession of alcohol at Caples
Residence.
Feb. 13, 10:00 a.m. Student us-
ing other student's decal on car.
Feb. 13, 6:04 p.m. Fire alarm at
Watson Hallactivated by burnt
food in kitchen.
Feb. 14, 1:56 a.m. Damage to
vehicle by unknown person.
Feb. 14, 3:43 a.m Burn marks
on door and carpet at Farr Hall.
Feb. 14, 3:06 p.m. Theft of keys
from cleaning cart at McBride
Residence.
Feb. 15, 1:44 p.m. Student ac-
cidentally going to bed in other
students's room at Hanna Hall.
Feb. 15,3:01 p.m. Vandalism to
vehicle parked at Norton Hall lot.
Feb. 16, 2:04 a.m. Theft of pizza
from person at Gambier Grill.
Feb. 16, 8:55 a.m. Vandalism at
Lewis Hallwindow broken and
door removed from hinges.
about it only exaggerate its signifi
cance?
"It's obvious that The Feve has
the look, feel and atmosphere of an
urban coffee house," coni'nued
Gresko. "This lends it an air of
hipness. On the right day, within the
Feve's depths, I like to think that
Ohio's flat cornfields and gray skies
are somewhere far away. And I do
feel a certain comfortable level of
satisfaction, a detached feeling of
calm, sitting on straight-backe- d, hard-bottom- ed
chairs, listening to the em-
ployees' loud music, and sipping on
my mug of coffee."
It is certain at this point, though,
that significant aesthetic change is
this they need to get noticed at
smaller competitions throughout the
year.
At Harvard, it became appar-
ent at how different Kenyon 's team
is from other schools. One differ-
ence is that they were much smaller;
because of expenses, they were only
able to send 10 competitors, while
most other schools sent around 40.
Another difference was their
Feb. 16, 9:50 a.m. Vandalism
painting on patio at Norton Hall.
Feb. 16, 10:29 a.m. Medica
call regarding student with in
jured finger. Student transported
to Health and Counseling Cen
ter.
Feb. 16, 3:08 p.m. Report of
marijuana being smoked at Gund
Hall.
Feb. 16, 2:15 p.m. Vandalism,
broken window at Gund Hall.
Feb. 16, 4:49 p.m. Medica
call regarding ill student at Man
ning Hall. Student transported to
Health and Counseling Center.
Feb. 17, 9:30 a.m. Vandalism,
broken windows at Gund Hall
lounge and Norton Hall middle
lobby. Possibly broken by BB
gun.
Feb. 17, 6:33 p.m. Food fight
at Peirce Hall.
Feb. 17, 10:29 p.m. Medical
call regarding intoxicated stu-
dent with head injury from fall.
College physician was contacted.
Fraternities - Sororities - Student Groups
Earn $1,000-$2,00- 0 this semester with a proven
CampusFundraiser 3 hour fundraising event.
Our programs make fundraising easy with no
risks. Fundraising dates are filling quickly,
so get with the program! It works.
Contact CampusFundraiser at (888) 923-323- 8,
or visit www.campusfundraiser.com
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going to occur in the current Red
Door Cafe. "We're going to change
the decor entirely," said Gunderson.
"As long as it's within code and
it's approved by our maintenance de-
partment, they have liberty to do al-
most anything they want to pay for,"
said Linger. "We probably will not
do major structural changes, we gen-
erally take care of walls and floors. I
know there was some interest in try-
ing to use the second floor, but that's
a code issue that will have to be
looked into. I don't know if that's a
possibility, but that's something we'll
have to look at."
Provisions in the lease also per
mit the new operators to utilize the
I.
1 H
Team members Mike Ludders, Nick
Gallese.Peng Wu, Johannes Van Der
mode of transportation: "We drove
in vans, while all but one other team
flew," said Nick Kwiek. In addi-
tion, the Kenyon competition do all
of their own research and do not
have a coach. They are also one of
the few schools where the MUN
team is an extracurricular organiza-
tion as opposed to a class, where stu-
dents compete for a grade.
Obviously, aside from being
stranded in a snowstorm on the way
back, none of these things greatly
disadvantaged the team. Accord-
ing to Kwiek: "One of our strengths
is our personality and versatility.
We walk in there and just do it."
He also notes that team members
have strong negotiating skills, an
essential in international politics.
Even in a serious competitive
setting, comedy always ensues.
One of KCMUN's countries was
Vatican City; members who repre-
sented this country went dressed as
priests. Guests at the hotel thought
they were actual clergymen. Per-
haps the funniest incident was at
the awards ceremony. Ludders and
Wu both received honorable men-
tions in their committees, but the
team garnered no other awards, so
they certainly weren't expecting to
learn they'd won the whole com-
petition. "We were expecting at
KC space, currently used as a visit-
ing center and performance space.
However, "it will also be agreed that
the KC will still be available as a
visitor's center when the college has
need of it," said Linger. "So what-
ever they do in there will be some-
what modular to accommodate, but
we also want to work hand in hand
with their business in doing so. It'll
be a cooperative effort to use that
place when we need to."
"We're definitely planning at
this juncture on leaving the stage
there in the KC," said Gunderson.
We hope for it to be a place where
senior art majors can hold a show or
where performance groups can come
Harvard competition
Courtesy Model United Nations team
Kwiek, Raymond Coatoam, Sarah Culpepper, Nhu Troung, John Han, Amy
Truin and Megan Barrett show off the spoils of four days competition.
most one or two prizes for indi-
viduals, but nothing more ... we
had no idea" said Wu. The idea of
the win was slow to register, but
then the whole team ran up to the
podium, tripping over each other
and falling into a giant heap.
Achief of staff, director, mod-
erator and three assistant directors
watch committee sessions and give
points. The school that earns the
most points in their various com-
mittees wins. As both Vatican City
and Mongolia, the Kenyon del-
egates had to research and know
all of their countries positions on
every issue.
They also had to be very fa-
miliar with their countries' history.
Judges evaluated the students on
their knowledge of policy and topic
as well as rhetoric skills. Some of
the topics covered were: money
transfers, nuclear weapons, the
Japanese Liquidity Trap, state-sponsor- ed
terrorism, psychological
effects on children in armed con-
flict, closing the digital divide and
globalization and cultural imperi-
alism.
These are all issues that
United Nations committees deal
with on a regular basis. Working
on and debating these issues is a
personal challenge as well as a
Thursday, February 20, 2003
play a gig."
Other possibilities are late-nig- h'
foods such as humus and fresh-cu- t fries
with Belgian sauces, and lunch spe
cials such as wraps and soups
Gunderson also noted that the new cafe
would utilize organic foods from local
farmers. Use of local food products was
one of the eight criteria which the Col-leg- e
judged each potential vendor by.
The others included student involv-
ement, menu, hours ofoperation, fina-
ncial resources, creativity, on-si- te ma-
nagement and experience.
Linger hopes that the new cafe
would be open in August, with the neu
operators preparing the business dur
ing the months of June and July.
mental one. According to John
Hart, "When you're representing
anther country you may resemble
views or opinions you don't actu-
ally hold ... so you have to argue
with condition and it's quite a cha-
llenge."
The realism of these compet-
itions doesn't exist just in the issues;
it exists in the relationships de-
legates create with each other.
People will make friends not just
for social reasons, but also to gain
allies and have their policies
passed. As Van DerTuin explained
"Even though you're supposed to
be only together to create a solu-
tion . . . there's an underlying sense
of competition . . . MUN is a great
model to the UN, corruption and
all."
Although intimidating, last
weekend's competition proved to
be a wonderful experience for ev-
eryone on the team. As Coatoam
enthusiastically put it, "Every
single person on this team, kicks
a--- !" For the seniors on the team it
provided a wonderful memory for
their final year as members of
MUN, and for the first-year- s, an ed-
ucational and exhilarating experience
such as this will allow the gang to
continue growing as a incredible, ta-
lented team for years to come.
Thursday, February 20, 2003
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Students in 1972 creatively procrastinated by forming creepy
snowmen on benches following a large snowfall.
40 years ago, Februraryl5, 1963,
posted signs on the elevator, designating it "for staff use only. Angry
over this injustice, students concocted plots of revenge by sneaking onto
the elevator, riding it to the basement
the car on the basement level as they
the librarians to climb several flights
elevator. Students also vandalized the
off, please" by putting their fingerprints on the glass.
49 years ago, February 12, 1954: The school was abuzz over rumors
concerning the origin of a television set that had recently appeared magi-
cally in Pierce lounge. Although it was rumored to be a gift from Dean
Bailey, he denied this, although they had been discussing the purchase
of a television set to "keep men in Gambier." The origins are not re-
solved.
By Sarah Burson
Thistees:
CONTINUED FROM PAGEONE
world on architectural matters... We
think he can be a significant benefit to
the college . . . He's excited and articul-
ate." Hefferren, an alumna, is currently
the chief executive of Prep for Prep, a
non-prof- it program in New York city
which, according to Fortnigluly ."helps
talented students from minority groups
prepare for placement in private
schools."
" She will be one of the youngest
trustees," said Horvitz. "She is a leader
in the country in the areas of diversity.
She can help us attract students one of
the things that I found so attractive
about her she running an academic
company . . . She's as smart as a whip."
Despite not being a Kenyon alum,
Goldberger has had plenty ofexposure
to the College. He had been a member
of the Parents Advisory Council, where
he chaired the Council's Academic
Affairs committee and had gave a se-
ries of lecture at Kenyon this past fall.
"Acting President Ron Sharp and
David Horvitz, chairman of the board,
met with me in New York in Novem-
ber and asked if I would consider joini-
ng the Board after Jan. 1. Since I had
already had considerable involvement
with Kenyon ... I was familiar with a
lot of the issues that thetrustees deal
with
... I've spent a lot of time on the
campus, getting familiar with what we
might call the physical side of
Kenyon," said Goldberger.
Less than 15 years removed from
her days as a student in Gambier,
Hefferren said, "Last fall, I was deeply
honored to be approached by Kenyon
Trustee Barry Schwartz . . . about join-
ing Kenyon 's Board ofTrustees. Barry
serves on the Board's Committee on
Trustee Af&irs. .. At the Feb. 3 Board
ofTrustees meeting, I was nominated
and elected to the Board"
In regards to the naming ofGeor
1
Scandal erupted when the library
floor, pressing "stop" and leaving
walked back upstairs. This forced
of stairs in search of the stopped
glass doors with new signs of "hands
Members
gia Nugent as president, Goldberger
said, "She is a great scholar and a
lively and creative leader, and she has
already demonstrated that she under-
stands what makes Kenyon special.
I expect that the combination of her
creative energy and Kenyon's tradi-
tions will be spectacular." In terms
of more pecific issues facing the col-
lege specifically the upcoming
groundbreaking of the new Fitness,
Recreation and Athletic Center.
Goldberger said "I think that the new
Fitness, Recreation and Athletic cen-
ter will not only --be a desperately
needed facility, but promises to be
the best and most exciting piece of
modern architecture on the Kenyon
campus. My only concern is that the
building's ancillary facilities i.e.,
cafes,meeting rooms, etc.-n- ot be so
strong a magnet that they will pull
peopleaway from other activities in
the center of Gambier. Strengthen-
ing thecenter of the village is an es-
sential priority."
Hefferen spoke on another
controversial issue at Kenyon, the
role of Greek organizations at the
College. "Greek life has been and
is an important part of Kenyon's
social fabric. I also think it is im-
portant for Kenyon to maintain an
inclusive community." she said.
"Both new trustees also de-
scribed their goals for their terms,
Hefferen said. "I hope that Kenyon
will continue to thrive and to gain
the recognition it deserves as a top-not- ch
liberal arts institution."
Goldberger said, "My goals for
Kenyon are to see it continue its
strong rise among thegreat liberal-art- s
colleges of the United States,
and to help it be betterrecognized
by students, academics and the
population at large for the great
institution it is."
NEWS
Board approves budget increase
BY MEGAN RAFFERTY
Staff Reporter
With the poor economy and in-
creased of student needs, Kenyon is
tightening its belt and reallocating
money. The Executive Committee of
the Board ofTrustees gave preliminary
approval to the 2003-200- 4 Kenyon
budget at its Jan. 3 meeting in New York
City. It will go before the full board in
April, which usually approves the pro-
posed budget. Next year's operating
budget will be $66 million, an increase
of the previous year's budget by $3 mil-
lion. The largest expenditure in the
budget goes to faculty salaries and stu-
dent aid, each being budgeted for about
$15 million.
Tuition and fees will increase by
5.9, which means that charges to the
student will total $35, 370 assuming
double room occupancy. The poor
economy, which has led to poor mar-
ket returns on Kenyon's endowment is
part of the reason for the increase, as
well as increased health-car- e costs and
inflation.
Some of the changes made for
next year include the addition of an as-
sistant director in the Office of Interna-
tional Education and one in the library
and information services. There will be
a 3.24 increase across the board in
faculty salaries, as well as merit raises
in accordance with the Faculty Hand
book. There will also be an additional
$400,000 added to the depreciation re-
serve that is used to replace out of date
or worn furniture, carpets and comput
ers. There will also be a pool for ad-
ministrative and staff raises for the in-
creased health-car- e premiums of those
on the College plan.
Nine administrative and staff po-
sitions have been eliminated, as well
as one faculty sabbatical replacement
each year. This cut will most likely be
in a different department each year, or
Council discusses changes in OCS
BY AKILAH AMAPINDI
Staff Reporter
The results of the review of the
Office of International Education
were related to the members of Stu-
dent Council this week. Vice Presi-
dent of Academic Affairs Tom
Susman '04 discussed the review
done, by David Macey of
Middlebury College and Petra E.
Crosby of Carleton College. OCS
was praised for building faculty
commitment to the program, con-
veying the academic importance of
studying off campus and the-carefu- l
dedication of the staff. How-
ever, there were areas that needed
improvement as outlined by
Susman.
First, and most importantly
according to Susman are the staff--
ing issues at OCS, namely the lack
thereof. Susman points out that of
the two new positions being created
at the College for next year, one of
them is for a new assistant sirector
of OCS. "I can't tell you how big
that is because across the entire
College there are only two new
staff positions at all" said Susman.
The application process was also
criticized for being "overly elabo- -
spread among several departments.
It is up to the provost to decide. Ev-
ery division in the College cut 5
from it's program budgets to fall
within the budget.
Recent building projects like the
Fitness, Recreation and Athletics fa-
cilities (FRA) haven't cut into the
budget because the money didn't
come out of the operati ng budget but
from donors. When the FRA be-
comes operational for the 2005-0- 6
year, there will be additional operat-
ing costs associated with it.
The budgeting process begins
almost a year before. In August, the
senior staff meets with the Executive
Student reactions mixed on tuition rate hike
BY MEGAN RAFFERTY
Staff Reporter
Parents will have to reach
deeper in their pockets when the bills
from Kenyon come this year. The
tuition and fees at Kenyon will go
up 5.9 to $35, 370, an increase of
about $2,000 from last year. Tuition
has gone up every year for many
years. In the last four years, the in-
creases have ranged from 3.49 to
5.91.
Kenyon gets 78 of the annual
operating budget from tuition and
fees. "Some colleges get an even
greater percentage of their operating
budget from the students," Teri
Leonard said. "But we are lightly
endowed. The percentage of thebud-ge- t
from tuition and fees is a func-
tion of what your other resources
are."
The increase in tuition won't
have an impact on financial aid be-
cause tne budget tor needy students
rose to reflect the fee increases. Merit
awards are usually awarded as a flat
sum over four years, so those students
rate and not a good predictor
of how students will perform"
once abroad.
Student Lectureships Chair
Grace Murray '05 asked if there
would be changes made to the
GPA requirement in response to
this criticism, but Susman
stressed the fact that these were
preliminary reports and not in-
dicative of specific changes.
Another recommendation
was for the College to reevaluate
the procedure of placing a cap on
the number of students allowed
to go abroad per semester. Ac-
cording to Susman, the reason for
the cap is to ensure that the drop
in tuition dollars will not ad-
versely affect the College's bud-
get, but the reviewers believe the
cap is set too low.
Besides hiring a new staff
. member for next year, the College
is implementing several changes in
response to the independent review.
They will create a new website
which will be linked to the new
College website to be created next
year, update the publications and
the office itself.
According to Susman, Acting
Associate Provost Howard Sacks
The Kenyon Collegwn
Committee to talk strategy. Then in
October, the full Board of Trustees
meets and the Executive Committee
and Budget and Finance Committee
meet again with the senior staff to
discuss the reasonable assumptions
for the next school year. In January,
the Executive Committee puts to-
gether the proposed budget and in
April, the full board approves it.
"Kenyon is a small enough place that
people care about the College as a
whole," said Teri Leonard, Associ-
ate Vice President for Finance, so
there are not the battles for one's turf
that might occur in larger colleges
and universities.
and those not receiving aid will pay
more money.
The amount of aid available to
incoming freshmen is not going to be
reduced. Financial Aid is expecting
an increase in the anticipated average
need because of the economy. "It's
difficult to predict Based on what I've
seen and heard, the economy will have
an impact on more students applying
for aid and more students having
need," said Director of Financial Aid
Craig Daughtery,"We're still able to
assist and provide competitive aid
packages."
Most students seemed surprised
that tuition was being increased so
much, especially that it would be over
$35,000. "It's kind of outrageous to
raise it by that much, especially when
they had such a high number of fresh-
men come this year," said Mishi
Scmitz '05.
"My parents won't be mad, but
it will put a damper on things,." said
Ben Woodcock 'U5. "You do what you
have to do," said Dan Herrick '05.
"Maybe with this increase they can get
a decent water heater in Mather."
is adamant about garnering more stu-
dent input into the administration of
the office. The College will explore
both the cap and the application pro-
cess and seek out grants as outside
funding for the office. "They've re-
ally made a big commitment here, es-
pecially with the budget being as it is
for next year."
Housing was also on the agenda
this week, as members of Student
Council recapped the events of the
previous week. Housing and Grounds
Chair Nick Fedor '03 says the Spe-
cial Interest group housing applica-
tions are currently being reviewed,
however the Hillel house was not in-
cluded in this group because no for-
mal proposal was ever made to
Housing and Grounds.
Student Council President
Lindsay Sabik '03 brought up the
issue of housing problems on cam-
pus and said she is compiling a list
of the major problems on campus
for President-ele- ct Georgia Nug-
ent. Among the proposals were
building new housing with an em-
phasis on communal living and ex-
tensive repairs of the existing hous-
ing.
Student Council will recon-
vene on Feb. 23.
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Snow: Campus paralyzed
CONTINUED FROM PAGEONE
storm. The Kenyon Inn sent out
an e-m- ail to students advertising its,
"Snow Storm Dinner Menu" invit-
ing students to come enjoy a meal
prepared for stranded guests. Mr.
Ernie Linger, manager of the
Kenyon Inn, said about one group
of guests, "One family checked out,
left and then 45 minutes can't back
because the roads were so bad."
According to Linger, the Inn had
reservations cancelled due to the
storm, as well. The staff was very
versatile in response to the storm,
taking on different jobs. Linger
speculated that the Inn lost money
as a result of the cancellations, de-
spite the money made by the sale of
the extra dinner Sunday night.
The storm affected students who
r
Aaron Smith '06 takes advantage of the
Professor of
BY ROBBIE KETCHAM
Editor-in-Chi-
ef
An article recently published
by Kenyon Writer-in-Residen- ce P.F.
Kluge in The Chronicle of Higher
Education has drawn a firestorm of
response from the Kenyon student
body.
In the piece, entitled "Kamp
Kenyon's Legacy: Death by Tink-
ering" and appearing in the "Collo-
quy" section of the Feb. 21
Chronicle, Kluge questions the in-
crease in student support personnel
at liberal arts schools over the past
decades, using Kenyon as an ex-
ample.
"The notion of Kamp Kenyon
has been around 10 years, at least,"
Kluge writes in the article. "It re-
fers to that aspect of the institution
that lets students get away with a
lot, that coddles and gets conned."
Kluge cites several examples of
"Kamp Kenyon," including an op-
tional College policy by which fac-
ulty and staff are asked to help stu-
dents move into their dormitories at
the beginning of the year, and the
"Mulligan Rule," by which stu-
dents can drop a single class as late
as the week before finals without
penalty. Departmental "comfort
zones" during final examinations
and the recent Fitness, Recreation
and Athletic (FRA) center project
are also mentioned as examples of
this new, service-oriente- d apprach
to academia.
"The damnable thing about
the administrative initiatives I've
described is that they pre-em- pt
were off campus as well. The Kenyon
College Model United Nations Team
was in Boston, attending a tournament
hosted by Harvard University. Due to
their concentration on the competition,
they had not heard anything about the
impending storm until after the tour-
nament was over. After getting into
touch with school authorities, it was
determined that they would not travel
any farther then Syracuse, New York,
until the storm had abated. The team
waited in Syracuse from late Sunday
until Tuesday, when it was finally safe
to drive. Team Captain Mike Ludders
'05 said, "We were overconfident. We
wanted to drive through and come
home, but the College vetoed that and
told us to stop halfway through New
York. They were wonderful to us.
They paid for the hotel victory dinner,
A,-?- 5
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snow day by sledding down a hill.
English's Chronicle article draws stormy response
professors' individual acts of
kindness," Kluge writes. "They
are the students' co-conspirat- ors,
their new best pals, figuring out
ways through and around profes-
sors and requirements."
While Kluge submitted the
article last year, Chronicle Editor
Scott Jaschik said the publication
decided to print it after receiving
a second voluntary submission
with a similar theme: Harvard
University Professor Harvey
Mansfield's article, "How Har-
vard Compromised its Virtue,"
also appearing in the Feb. 21
Chronicle "Colloquy." In this
piece, Mansfield writes that "the
Harvard faculty, for the most
part, does not realize quite how
easy Harvard is now." Citing fac-
tors ranging from grade inflation
and easier couse work to "the in-
flation of praise in letters of rec-
ommendation." Mansfield con-
cludes that Harvard, and by exten-
sion much of academia, has be-
come more "trendy" than intellec-
tual.
Both articles ran under the
cutline "Our Coddled Students,"
and the online edition was accom-
panied by a discussion board.
"We talked about both
pieces," said Jaschik, "and we de-
cided it would be good to run them
together. We weren't seeking
them; it just sort of happened."
Though the pieces were not
commissioned, Jaschik said that
the Chronicle often published
such critiques of academia, and
that authors routinely cite their
NEWS
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Bob Snow '03 skis on a ramp erected
and we waited the storm out."
This is not the worse weather
seen in Gambieror Kenyon history.
In 1978 a storm hit Gambier, that
the Gambier Observer (no relation
to the present Kenyon publication,
the Kenyon Observer) noted could
"be remembered as an adventure,
not a terror." Only seven inches of
snow hit Gambier, but according to
the Observer, "It was accompanied
by winds that averaged about 55
y iff
Courtesy of he Department of English
Writer-in-residen- ce P. F. Kluge
home school as a basis for their
argument. "We write about issues
like this in The Chronicle of
Higher Education all the time," he
said. "The majority of our readers
come from academia, professors
and administrators. We've re-
ceived a lot of feedback from read-
ers on the online discussion
board, and a lot of people feel that
these issues aren't unique to
Kenyon College or Harvard, but
feel they're important throughout
academia."
The Kluge article was sent to
the Kenyon campus on Monday
via all-stude- nt and all-emplo- yee e-m- ail.
Within hours, the piece gen-
erated a storm of e-m- ails from stu-
dents, sent both to fellow students
and employees as well as Kluge,
criticizing the issues raised in the
article as well as its publication in
a national journal, which was seen
as potentially harmful to the
by large
James Moro
near Ernst Center during the snowstorm.
miles per hour and gusted as high Village Market started rationing out
as 80 ... Visibility fell to zero, and
not a single road in the county re-
mained traversible." According to
the Observer, 200 people, includ-
ing Kenyon students served,as
volunteers helping people in
trouble. Families without heat
were housed in Gund Commons
as well as the Alumni House, now
the Kenyon Inn. Food was a prob-
lem as well, and even after the
College's reputation. Several let-
ters have also been sent to the edi-
tors of the Collegian on the topic.
While Kenyon Acting Direc-
tor of Public Affairs Shawn
Presley does not believe the article
will affect Kenyon's image, he
took issue with the broad scope of
Kluge's article. .
"I think all the points Prof.
Kluge raises are interesting
points," Presley said. "Many are
very valid points, and I think he
points out that ... they're not
unique to Kenyon. Most people
who read The Chronicle ofHigher
Education are well-educat- ed and
bright people. I don't think they'll
see the article as about Kenyon
specifically, but about national is-
sues.
"The article covers a lot of
ground," Presley continued. "Be-
cause it covers so much ground, it's
hard throw a blanket over the entire
article and say, 'I think this about
the article.' Talking about suicide,
rape and drug addiction is not in the
same category as comfort zones.
Personally, I support and applaud
our student affairs workers. I know
how hard they work. Some of the
issues raised in the article are deeply
serious, such as date rape, drug ad-
diction and depression. They aren't
just going to go away. I think the
student affairs staff does an excel-
lent job handling these."
In an e-m- ail statement to the
Collegian from Prague, where he is
spending the semester, Kluge said
that he has received a great deal of
feedback both positive and nega- -
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snowfall
groceries, its stock of basic supplies
like bread and milk was soon de-
pleted. Students worked to prepare
meals as well, since the kitchen staff
was not able to reach the school to
work. The Observer, noted,
"Though there was evidence of
some vandalism during the storm,
a spirit of cooperation seems to have
prevailed by a large margin over
mischievous impulses."
Visit our website,
http:archives, kenyon.
ediicollegian for a link
to the full text of
Kluge's article
tive. "These last few days," he said,
"I have been swamped by e-ma- ils,
highly charged, highly mixed, some
delivering compliments, others con-
veying outrage ... I hope the article
leads to urgent consideration of who
we are and what we do. My loyalty
to Kenyon is in tact, though some
have questioned it; so is my love for
the place. My current concerns
about the place are accompanied by
a deep and continuing pride."
Kluge said that the article came
out of a lecture originally delivered
at the College of William and Mary
over a year ago, expanding on the
book Alma Mater which he wrote
about Kenyon a decade ago. "This
led to an invitation to address ... a
convention of the Council of Col-
leges of Liberal Arts and Sciences.
I sent that speech to the Chronicle
and they adapted it for publication.
I originally thought it would appear
well before I left for Prague; that ob-
viously didn't happen."
Disclaimer: RE Kluge is an
advisor to the Collegian.
All material quoted from the
Kluge and Mansfield articles is
Copyright 2003, The Chronicle of
Higher Education.
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Miller's Glory Box exposes hardship of gay Americans
Acclaimed and controversial performer attempts to "make sense
BY LINDSAY WARNER
A&E Editor
"I think Glory Box has me divi-
ng into a situation where my most
personal identity as a gay man
crashes against the hypocrisy of
America. This is a job for perfor-
mance art!" proclaimed internat-
ionally acclaimed performance
artist Tim Miller. Miller will be pre-
senting Glory Box, a "funny, sexy
and politically charged exploration
of same-se- x marriage and the
struggle for immigration rights for
lesbian and gay bi-natio- nal cou-
ples" on Tuesday at 8 p.m. in the
Bolton Theater. Miller is sponsored
by the College's Mesaros Visiting
Artist Fund, the Women's and Gen-
der Studies Program, the Depart-
ment of Dance and Drama and the
Office of the Provost.
In an interview conducted in
Santa Monica, Ca., Miller described
his art as "trying to make sense of
A :
Tim Miller, performer extroadinaire,
;?4 itj U ad
just drive in, get some
This is no doubt going to be a
Karl Reichstetter of the Kokosingers'
"
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7p.m. in Rosse Hall. The Kokes, Kenyon's only all male a cappella group;
will also be performing a spring concert later in the semester.
As usual, the group was tight-lippe- d about the specific concert lineup,
preferring to build suspense, although
The songs range from the Beatles to more recent, poppy stuff like
Maroon 5," said Reichstetter. "Freshman girls like to listen to songs like
these, and that's really the group's main concern," he said with a smile.
In addition to performing three
took their finger-snappin- g, toe-tappi- ng
two weeks of winter break, this year
from New York City to New Haven to
"We spent most of our days singing for old people, new people, an
all Catholic girl's high school and a
The Kokes urge all Kenyon students to take a study break from
midterms to attend their concert on
"We know people have a lot of
attend our concert, we'll make it worth
no hoax."
Slave spirituals to hip hop: McDaniel illucidates
Hip hop and rap records top the
tions in the United States, old slave spiritual hymns, often are forgotten.
On Wednesday night at 7:30. Ohio State University professor Ted
McDaniel will explain these relationships in his presentation at Olin Au
ditorium. The lecture will trace African
tuals to jazz to gospel and into modern
The event is sponsored by the
The impetus for this presentation came from Director of Multicultural
Affairs Chris Kennedy. After searching for speakers on the Ohio Hu
manities Council website, where he
Kennedy spotted McDaniel's salient
OSU professor of music and African
guest speaker.
"I think it will go very well, since
together at Kenyon," said Kennedy.
sex, life and love in a tumultuous
world," and has traveled all over the
world presenting this theme through
his solo performances. In 2002,
Miller traded the stage for the pen,
and translated six of his live perfor-
mances into the book Body Blows,
hailed as "a lush, rambunctious au-
tobiography to an artist whose no-
toriety long precedes him."
Glory Box, a performance that
flows from wild stories from
Miller's wish to marry a boy in the
third grade to the realities of living
as a gay male in America, ultimately
exposes the problems Miller and his
partner of eight years, Australian
AJistair McCartney, are facing as a
bi-natio-
nal gay couple. Under cur-
rent law, U.S. citizens may sponsor
their spouses for immigration pur-
poses, but same-se- x partners are not
considered spouses.
"Glory Box is simultaneously
my most personal piece and my
most political my funniest show
lgbcrc.ucr.edulmages
chills out in his glory box.
Kokes, ifyou're thirsty
lovey-dove- y concert," said senior
winter concert Wednesday night at
they did reveal some secrets.
concerts this year, the Kokes also
routine on the road during the last
targeting cities on the east coast,
Washington, D.C.
couple of bars," said Palmer..
Wednesday night.
work to do before break, but if they
their while," said Palmer. "Kokes,
charts, but the origin of these tradi
American music from'slave spin
hip hop and R&B.
department of multicultural affairs.
finds many Kenyon speakers,
resume. Kennerly believes that this
American history will be a terrific
music is a thing that brings people
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and the most intense," said Miller.
'The subject matter really cooks in
that harsh reality of the fact that our
most intimate and sacred love rela-
tionships are treated like s in
America."
Miller, who writes all of his
own shows, wrote Glory Box dur-
ing the first struggle for McCart-
ney's visa several years ago, and
during that time Miller decided he
was going to "fight back and make
a kick-as- s piece that hopefully will
let the audience know how com-
pletely without civil rights lesbian
and gay relationships are."
McCartney's student visa ran
out last week, but as of Valentine's
Day, and $3,000 dollars later,
McCartney was granted a six-mon- th
reprieve with a short-ter- m work visa
that will allow him to continue
teaching at Antioch University. Fol-
lowing this time, however, Miller
and McCartney will be forced to
"move to England, where laws rec-
ognize gay citizens' immigration
rights for their partners.
"As it stands, I'm going to
work my little performance art
booty off to raise awareness, money
and trouble with Glory Box," said
Miller. "Ultimately, Glory1 Box is a
love story about the deep capacity
of gay people' to love one another
without any hope or encouragement
from our society."
Before you begin to think that
Miller's performance will be a som-
ber, serious affair, rest assured that
"by necessity, these charged feelings
bring forward humor as a way of
Punch and Judy meet Indonesia
UC Santa Cruz professor, Gamelan ensemble present puppetry
BY RACHEL HINTON
Staff Writer
For must of us, the phrase
"puppet theater" conjures up hazy
memories of Punch and Judy. This
Monday, however, a group of stu-
dents will join Kaihy Foley, master
puppeteer and professor of theater
arts at the University of California
at Santa Cruz, for a performance that
will bring a living Southeast Asian
cultural tradition to Kenyon.
Foley will present a lecture en-
titled "The Cosmic Clown in South-
east Asian Performance: Tantric
Traces and Gods of Love." Follow-
ing the lecture, Foley will give a
demonstration of the Sundanese art
of wayang golek, or rod puppet the-
ater, accompanied by the Kenyon
College Gamelan Ensemble. Foley,
who has researched the traditional
I art of theater in Southeast Asia, has
i performed as a dalang, or puppet-maste- r,
for the past 20 years. She
', has presented exhibitions of her
work at museums and festivals na-
tionwide.
I
She has performed on In-
donesian television.
Traditional Indonesian puppet
theater makes moral and philosophi-
cal lessons accessible through
drama and music. Although reli-
gious undertones permeate the art,
wayang golek has become an in- -
of sex, life and love in
What Tim Miller's
"Glory Box"
When: Tuesday at 8 p.m.
Where: Bolton Theater
dealing with the situation," said
Miller. Part of that humor includes
Miller onstage completely nude.
"I love being naked in life and
in art!" said Miller. "In our f ed
up culture right now, the theater is
virtually the only place where the
naked body is allowed a public pres-
ence. In my own work I am most
interested in exploring the most vul-
nerable and f ed up parts of my-
self in a naked performance sec-
tion."
As a result of this aspect of his
performance, Miller was part of the
infamous "NEA 4," artists whose
National Endowment for the Arts
grants were cancelled in 1990 due
to the gay themes in their art. Miller
and the others successfully sued
with the help of the ACLU and won
a settlement that defrayed court
costs and repaid the amount given
for the grants; however, in 1998, part
of the NEA 4's case was overturned
with the addition that "standards of
decency" must be met for federal
funding of the arts. To this, Miller
boldly proclaims on his website that
"art is not a crime" and continues to
perform.
"This is an incredible opportu
What: Kathy Foley and
KC Gamelan
When: Monday at
7:30 p.m.
Where: Bemis Music
Room (Peirce201)
creasingly popular form of secular
entertainment. It is performed by a
single dalang, who creates the intri-
cate movements of a group of
brightly colored puppets and speaks
their dialogue. Gods, jesters and
clowns are used to demonstrate les-
sons about village life, religion and
politics. "It's like being a detective,"
Foley said of her research. "It's go-
ing after the remaining evidence
that's embedded in stories, rituals
and initiation ceremonies in perfor-
mance that make Indonesian pup-
petry philosophically and theatri-
cally a different art from that
found in the West."
Musical accompaniment by the
Kenyon College Gamelan Ensemble
will complement Foley's perfor-
mance. Henry R. Luce, Jr. Professor
in Asian Music and Culture Henry
Spiller, an ethnomusic-ologi- st spe
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a tumultuous world
nity to have such a distinguished and
acclaimed performer come to
Kenyon," said senior Clint Priestley,
who has been involved with adver-
tising for Miller's appearance. "It
will be a good way to expose issues
concerning discrimination in the
GLBT community to Kenyon's ex-
tended community. Often, people
overlook the subtleties that their
rights as a heterosexual person pro-
vide, such as marriage benefits."
Assistant Professor of English
Jesse Matz has also been instrumen-
tal in bringing Miller to Kenyon, and
has done much of the fund-raisi- ng
and planning for his visit.
"This project also shows the
support Kenyon faculty and admin-
istration offer to students," said
Priestley. "Hopefully, this will rally
support for more than just gay and
allied students on campus. I hope it
will also foster support for Kenyon's
GLBTQQ center next year. There
is still a lot of work that must go
into the center to make it a success,
and this will not happen without the
support of the Kenyon community."
In the same way that Priestly
believes the GLBTQQ center will
provide a strong core of support in
our community, Miller hopes that
Glory Box will play an important
role in the lives of his audiences.
"I want the piece to conjure for
the audience a new glory box," he
said, "a new kind of hope chest, that
can be. an alternative site for the
placing of memories, hopes and
dreams of gay people's extraordi-
nary potential for love."
cializing in this form of Indonesian
percussion music, formed the en-
semble shortly after he arrived at
Kenyon in the fall. The Kenyon en-
semble, which plays gamelan music
from the Sunda culture of West Java,
consists of metallaphones, brass
gongs and a set of skin drums, played
by Spiller himself. The instruments,
like the puppets, "are beautifully
carved and painted, so gamelan mu-
sic is a feast for the eyes as well as
the ears," Spiller said. "The coordi-
nation between the dalang and the
gamelan musicians requires some
quick response to cues, so we're
working hard to learn how to make
this happen."
First-ye- ar Laura Jumper, an en-
semble member, emphasizes that
the sound of gamelan will be some-
thing new and exciting to Western
ears. "What I like about gamelan is
the system of interlocking parts,"
she said. "One part by itself won't
sound impressive, but when you put
them together you get many layers
of melody and musical texture."
Add a world-clas- s dalang to this
complex musical form, and the
Kenyon community should be in for
a unique and memorable evening.
Foley will give her lecture and
demonstration on Monday at 7:30
p.m. in Peirce 201, the Bemis Mu-
sic Room.
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Daredevil fails to expand on superhero movie archetype
Questionable choice of star Affleck, ludicrous dialogue even for an action movie make DD a snooze
BY TODD DETMOLD
A&E Staff
They cast Ben Affleck as Dare-
devil which, in the wake of Tobey
Maguire's role as Spider-Ma- n,
seems a little odd to me. Superhe-roe- s,
I've learned despite never hav-
ing read a comic book in my life,
are reflections of our human weak-
nesses. Stan Lee's exchange with
Brodie in Mallrats explains all this:
"They were characters that reflected
my own heartbreak and my own
regrets ... Dr. Doom wears body ar-
mor to conceal his own mangled
form ... that was me beneath the
armor." Ben Affleck is one of the
hottest, least vulnerable stars avail-
able who is he to play weak? He
can date Jennifer Lopez and hold on
to his dignity. Well, at least, some
of it.
Affleck, at least, is a really
good actor, despite what resentment
you might harbor towards his pinup
status. As far as I'm concerned, he's
imdb.com
Elektra (Garner) and Daredevil (Affleck), former lovers, duke it out.
Ratcatcher
Friday, 8 p.m.
Higley A uditorium
One of the most auspicious
debut features in recent memory,
writerdirector Lynne Ramsay's
Ratcatcher manages to find the
poetry and the optimism in even
the vilest of settings. A recreation
of a horrific childhood in Glasgow,
Ratcatcher is set in the national
garbage strike of the mid-1970- s,
when city streets were often unin
habitable by humans but ideal for
rats. That the young protagonist,
James (William Eadie, in an as-
sured debut performance), will
eventually become a victim of his
dire circumstances is inevitable, so
Ramsay wisely keeps her focus on
James' naive idealism. In doing so,
she balances the grim reality of the
setting with extended narrative se-
quences that are breathtaking in"
their lyricism.
The film opens with a young
boy wrapping himself in a window
curtain, as though he could protect
himself from the toxic world out-
side. Just minutes later, the boy
falls into a fetid canal and drowns.
Although the death is ruled an ac-
cident, James blames himself for
failing to save his friend. This guilt
makes his already bleak life, which
includes an abusive family and a
roving gang of neighborhood
proved his abilities over and over
again in movies like Changing
Lanes, Pearl Harbor and Boiler
Room, none of which are as good
as his performances in them. In
Daredevil, even with the upper-hal-f
of his face covered by a red vinyl
mask, he actually manages to con-
vey the angsty burden of not being
able to see the beautiful girl he's
kissing.
Daredevil, you see, is blind. If
you don 't follow comics, you might
not know anything about him. So,
at the age of 12, Matt Murdock, son
of prizefighter Jack "The Devil"
Murdock, is splashed in the face
with some anonymous, superhero-makin- g
biohazard liquid, and he
finds himself unable to see. How-
ever, he is able to function on a su-
perhuman level thanks to a nifty rad-
ar-like bat sense. Following a pre-
dictable tragedy in his personal life,
young Matt grows into a really hot,
well-dress- ed lawyer (Affleck), who,
for a blind man, does his hair with
" ' '
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thugs, even more difficult to bear.
His one solace is Margaret Anne
(Leanne Mullen, also in a debut per-
formance), the slightly older girl
with whom James shares a need for
childhood innocence that neither of
them can find elsewhere.
A difficult but ultimately re-
warding film, Ratcatcher covers
similar territory to typical com ing-of-a- ge
films. That said, Ramsay dis-
plays a profound understanding of
childhood, using an interesting edit-
ing style and a nearly hypnotic,
dream-lik- e perspective of the world
to interpret the Glasgow slums the
way a child such as James might. It
is this unique perspective that makes
Ratcatcher so powerful mere sym-
pathy would not be sufficient to bring
the audience close to such downtrod-
den characters and it speaks to
Ramsay's remarkable gifts as a film-
maker. Along with her acclaimed
follow-u- p, 2002's Morvern Collar,
Ratcatcher establishes Ramsay as
one of the most captivating new
voices in international cinema.
Spirited Away
Saturday, 8 p.m.
Higley Auditorium
The fact that its primary com-
petition for the title of 2002's best
epic is either flawed (The Lord of
the Rings: The Two Towers) or sim-
ply terrible (Gangs ofNew York), in
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impeccable skill.
By day the mild-mannere- d,
sensitive lawyer, Murdock jumps
about New York City at night, de-
fending the innocent from evil bad
guys, and also taking justice into his
own hands against criminals he
might have failed to convict as a
lawyer which is cool, and also le-
gal, right?
The movie has a cold, metal-
lic, perfunctory quality that cuts off
its audience in new and exciting
ways. The dialogue is at its best
when it's so bad that it's really funny
(To a man shoved onto some sub-
way tracks: "That light at the end of
the tunnel?That's not heaven. That's
the C Train!"), and the action se-
quences are similarly ridiculous in
that illogical, we-can-just-edit-around-that-violation-of-the-law- s-of-physics
sort of way. Also, Dare-
devil almost dies twice and he
says that he's dying. Other charac-
ters say that he's dying, he stops
moving and then, for no good rea-
son, he gets up and fights again.
It's sad that this movie failed
to show imagination or creativity,
because the performers are all truly
excellent. Ben Affleck, as we've
been over, is both talented and has
cheekbones that are fun to ogle, and
his romantic lead, Jennifer Garner,
is really fun as well. I wish she'd
get more roles, because I don't
watch "Alias" (although I've heard
nothing but good things) and her
role in Catch Me if You Can was one
of many laughable things in that
movie.
Colin Farrell plays Bullseye,
one of the movie's two villains, and
no way reduces the achievement of
master animator Hayao Miya-zaki- 's
Spirited Away, a rare animated film
with the intellectual and thematic
depth to match its visual splendor.
The top-grossi- ng film of all time in
Japan and the first film ever to make
over $200 million before opening
in the United States, Spirited Away
has enchanted audiences world-
wide, failing to secure massive
popular support only in North
America. That Disney picked up the
film for United States distribution
was both a surprising and encour-
aging move, entirely undone by the
fact that Disney slighted Spirited
Away to promote their inferior Trea-
sure Planet. From its very first
frames, Spirited Away clearly estab-
lishes itself as one of the absolute-fines- t
animated films in ages.
Spirited Away is told from the
perspective of a 10 year-ol- d girl
named Chihiro (Daviegh Chase of
Donnie Darko, The Ring and Lilo&
Stitch, providing exceptional voice-wor- k)
who, along with her parents
(voiced by Lauren Holly and
Michael Chiklis) ventures through a
mysterious tunnel into a world of
spirits. There she is forced to work
in an enchanted bathhouse run by evil
sorceress Yubaba (voiced by Suz-
anne Pleshette) in order to reunite
with her family. To say much more
of the plot is to rob Spirited Away of
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Bullseye, Daredevil's nemesis and Kingpin's henchman, flings one of his
patented throwing stars. Bullseye is one of few bright points in Daredevil.
I'd argue that he's the best thing in
Daredevil. His scenes are worth the
price of admission, because you can
tell that, like his character, he's just
having fun, which is really the most
you can get out of this movie. But
even fun is in sporadic supply. Like,
say, when Colin Farrell is on screen.
Farrell has the charisma of five
movie stars, even with his hair
shaved and a bull's-ey- e branded into
his forehead. If Phone Booth ever
comes out, I'm going to be first in
line.
Michael Clarke Duncan plays
Wilson "The Kingpin" Fisk, a busi-
ness tycoon who is the at the center
of all the crime in the city. When
Bullseye mentions working for Fisk,
Daredevil lets out shocked gasp,
"Fisk is the Kingpin?" as though
there was supposed to be some mys-
tery surrounding his identity that the
movie never built up. Poor Duncan
has yet to appear in a good movie
a good deal of its charm, in the way
that Miyazaki actively resists predict
able storylines even while borrow-
ing elements of, among other famil
iar influences, Alice in Wonderland
and The Wizard oOz. That Miyazaki
focuses so intently on the deeper as
pects of Chihiro 's character makes
Spirited Away a more effective and
ultimately more satisfying film than
Princess Mononoke, the most well
known of his films in the United
States.
Japanese myths often rely
heavily on shape-shiftin- g, in which
a character's facade is removed to
reveal something wholly different,
and that theme is used repeatedly
throughout Spirited Away, reinforc- -
ing the series of subtle changes
Chihiro experiences as a result of
the challenges presented to her. Like
many of the best recent films
Memento, Donnie Darko or Sol-
aris Spirited Away emphasizes the
ways in which seemingly disparate
states of reality dream and night
mare, the garish and the beautiful
are vastly more similar tha the
film's characters and the audience
expect. That its challenging ideas
are presented without the sermon
izing of most American animated
features makes Spirited Away even
more of a treasure, easily one of
2002's best films.
Jonathan Keefe
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he's gone from Armageddon
through Planet of the Apes and up
to The Scorpion King which is re-
ally sad, because he's always sweet
on screen. He has a friendly-gian- t
charisma that was the best thing in
The Green Mile, but Daredevil gives
him absolutely nothing to do. He has
only one line that barely whispers
of character development, in which
he tells Bullseye that he can't un-
derstand, because he's not from the
Bronx.
Don't be fooled by the rocks
that he's got. He's still the Kingpin
from the block. -- Not that Daredevil
will have you caring anyway.
U535 Upper Gilcrest Road
Mount Vernon
Movie-lin- e: 392-222- 0
Shanghai Knights PG-1- 3
Fri-Th- u 5:00,7:15,9:30
Sa-S- u 12:30,2:45,5:00
7:15, 9:30
Dark Blue R
Fri-Th- u 4:20, 7:00, 9:25
Sa-S- u 1:15,4:20
7:00, 9:25
Jungle Book 2 G
Fri-Th- u 4:30,7:15,9:00
Sa-S-u 12:20, 2:30, 4:30
7:15, 9:00
Lose a Guy in 10 Days PG-1-3
Fri-Th- u 4:40, 7:00, 9:20
Sa-S- u - 1:30,4:40
7:00, 9:20
Daredevil PG-1- 3
Fri-Th- u 4:40,7:10,9:20
Sa-S- u 12:15,2:20,4:40
7:10, 9:20
The Life ofDavid Gale R
Fri-Th- u 4:20, 7 00, 9:40
Sa-S- u 1 00, 5:10
7: 00, 9:40
Old School R
Fri-Th- u 4:40, 7:20, 9:15
Sa-S- u 12:20,2:30,4:40
7:20,9:15
Coming Soon:
Tears of the Sun
The Spider
Gods and Generals
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Or. J and the
BY REBECCA SHOOT
Staff Writer
Heady drama, low-gra- de schiz-
ophrenia, delicious victuals all the
ingredients of an evening meal in
Gund Commons ... or a description
of the Kenyon College Dinner Thea-
ter production of Neil Simon's
juke's Women. This weekend,
KCDC, GREAT and Stage-Femm- es
pin forces to provide paying students
and members of the Kenyon comm-
unity dinner and entertainment to
benefit local charity.
Partially based on episodes
from Simon's early career as a gag
writer during the golden age of mid-centu- ry
television, Jake's Women
follows the psychological journey
of a writer as he attempts to discern
reality from his powerful and abs-
orbing fantasy life and save his
fast-deteriorat- ing marriage in the
process. The play consists largely
of imagined conversations between
Jake (played by senior Mark Miller)
and his many female counterparts.
Five of the seven female characters,
including Jake's sister Karen (Anne of Jake's imagination provide him is
CDs and V-D-ay : it's all bad
BY DAN ALPER
Music Critic
It is once again that time when
my mind can keep no thought in my
head for longer than 30 seconds, and
thus finds it impossible to commit
any coherent thoughts longer than a
paragraph to paper. In other words,
it's time for some more Alper
ramblings, once again in homage to
my man The Sports Guy. Without
further ado...
Am I the only one not comp-
letely shocked by the admission,
as part of an out-of-co- urt settlement
between attorneys for 28 states and
those representing the top five
United States music distributors and
the three largest retail chains, that
music fans were overcharged ap-
proximately $480 million between
1997 and 2000? I mean, all you had
to do was walk into a music store to
realize that you're getting ripped a
new one. I mean, $20 for a CD with
ten songs on it, seven of which suck?
But hey, guess what kids? You can
get a whole whopping $20 back
from the record companies by goi-
ng to musiccdsettle-ment.co- m and
answering three questions by March
3-
- Say it with me kids: MAJOR
LABELS ARE EVIL. You reap
what you sow. As a person who has
bought and paid. for nearly 800 CDs
"i his lifetime, ir is my opinion that
Napster and the like is more than just
revenge for the price gouging that
is still going on at your nearest mus-
ic retailer. $20? No thanks, I'll take
'he free music and smile while do-ing- it,
thank you very much. If that
means I'm a criminal, so be it, but
'hen so are the heads of every maj-
or record label.
On a more lighthearted note,
I the only one even the slightest
b'l frightened by 50 Cent? I used to
wny about stumbling backstage at
Slipknot show only to find myself
king ritually beaten and sacrificed
t0 Satan, but this dude takes it to a
new level. I seriously worry that if I
Women: Neil
Higby '04) and therapist Edith
(Emily Culliton '06), are manifest
only through Jake's conception and
hazy memory. For Jake, this vivid
fantasy is a self-preservati- on mecha-
nism that enables him to simply get
through his day. For the audience,
these internal dialogues are an ef-
fective and ingenious means of
communicating Jake's inner discord
and outer neuroses.
According to Miller, Jake is "a
man adrift in his own mind." In Jake,
the voices of character, actor and play-
wright merge as one in a sort of self-sustaini- ng
trinity. Miller, an aspiring
writer himself, avowed, "This char-
acter hits pretty close to home. The
play is about what happens to a writer
when he gets lost in his own head.
It's an interesting piece for Kenyon,
specifically, given the number of writ-
ers on campus who may relate to the
material."
Jake is guilty of the worst kind
of narcissism: that which masquer-
ades as genuine love and affection
for the women in his life. The ad-
vice, counsel and comfort the women
ever met him on a dark street and
looked at him funny, the dude would
drop me where I stood. Like I said
last week, no wonder Ja Rule has
been scarce 'round 50's parts.
What with Valentine's Day
having just passed, I'm sure many
a love-fille- d couple had quite an
enjoyable evening with dinner,
candles and Barry White 'filling the
air for a nightcap of romance and
fun. Which of course got me think-
ing about what albums would defi-
nitely bring a night of romance to a
grinding halt. In my opinion,
Slayer's Reign in Blood definitely
tops that list. Unless you're just sick,
little ditties about giving your soul
over to Satan and the atrocities of
Dr. Mengele are not going to im-
prove your sex life (Full disclosure:
I used to be the biggest Slayer fan
in the world. Yes, I'm a loser.).
Am I the only one that thinks
Bob Rock is the luckiest guy in the
world? The dude started out his ca-
reer producing crappy records for
crappy glam metal bands like Mot-
ley Crue. Then, he somehow stum-
bles his way into the producer's
chair for Metallica (should have
been clue number one that Metallica
was gonna bite it after that) and
shepherds them to the 10 million
plus selling "Black Album." All of
a sudden, it's like he's the second
coming of Christ in the Metallica
camp. I mean, the band can't go to
the bathroom without good ol'
Bob's permission. He produced all
of their following albums, and then
when bassist Jason Newsted finally
woke up to realize that Metallica
sucks now and he actually wants to
make interesting music and leaves,
Bob Rock becomes the new freakin'
bassist for Metallica!?! WHAT!?
Bob Rock, you have sold your soul
to the Devil, this I am sure about.
That's all I have. 'Til next
week, enjoy yourselves kiddies,
throw your devil horns up with pride
and make sure your amps are set to
11.
ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
Simon's psychoanalysis and a hot meal
l:Vti !,,
What Jake's Women
Dinner Theater
When: Fri. and Sat. night,
Doors open at 6:45
Where: Gund Ballroom
distorted in that it is ultimately self-generate- d,
and therefore, on some
level, self-servin- g. To save himself
and his marriage, Jake must, in the
words of junior director Jillian"
Levine-Sisso- n, "stop living in the
past and embrace the present. He
must live for other people instead of
only existing for himself."
Describing what attracted her
to the material, Levine-Sisso- n cites
the play's inclusive and accessible
nature. "Jake's Women reaches out
to the audience as few other plays
do," she said. "Jake really opens
himself up to the audience, entrust-
ing them w ith his secrets. The play
also lends itself to breaking the
fourth wall, providing an appro-
priate atmosphere for the three-quart- er
round orientation of Gund
Ballroom ... It's really interesting
to watch these whimsical imaginary
characters popping out of the audi-
ence rather than entering from a de
Samuel Beckett'
Waiting for Godot, 109 pp.
Grove Press
"pozzo: (suddenly furious) Have
you not done tormenting me with
your accursed time! It's abomi
nable! When! When! One day, is
that not enough for you, one day
he went dumb, one day I went blind,
one day we '11 go deaf, one day we
were born, one day we shall die,
the same day, the same second, is
that not enough for you? (Calmer.)
They give birth astride of a grave,
the light gleams an instant, then it 's
night once more. "
It is the genius of such punc-
tuations of brilliance that makes
Samuel Beckett's first play, Wait-
ing for Godot, one of the most en
joyable works of the 20th century
to read or see performed.
Waiting for Godot is chilling
for the morbidly honest banality of
the characters banter while they
wait, for the stunningly imagina-
tive soliloquies and for it's relent-
less and sophisticated insinuations
of human nature.
Beckett's two-a- ct play follows
Vladimir and Estragon, two co-
horts who wait by a non-descri- pt
geographically, temporally and
metaphysically road for a
stranger named Godot. Vladimir
complements Estragon as a coun-
terweight to Estragon 's pessimism
with permanent faith in the even
fined backstage area
Traditionally, the dinner theater
venue at Kenyon has been a forum
for underclassmen and students with
modest theater experience to get in-
volved with drama at the college
level. Levine-Sisso- n speaks for
many Kenyon students when she
attests, "Often, the KCDC faculty-directe- d
shows consist primarily of
older, more experienced students.
You see the same faces over and
over. Our show features a very di-
verse cast age-wis- e, including sev-
eral freshmen. Also, there weren't
that many opportunities for women
in this year's Bolton theater produc-
tions. Here you have a great show
with solid female roles."
To be sure, Jake 's Women is an
estrogen powerhouse. With nearly
a half dozen large female roles.
Jake's daughter Molly, played by
Elizabeth Jacobsen '06 at age 21 and
.
at 12 played by Sam Turner, a stu-
dent at Mount Vernon High School.
Jacobsen describes the exchange be-
tween the two Mollys, saying, "It's
been interesting matching the char-
acter and acting styles with some-
one younger. It's great; I mentor her.
Actually, we mentor each other.
Sam's father graduated from the
drama department here, so she
knows more about objectives and
tual coming of Godot. As Vladimir
puts it, "Yes in this immense confu-
sion, one thing alone is clear. We are
waiting for Godot to come "
As the above quote suggests, the
inertia of waiting for so long it
seems more than 50 years gives the
play an intense surreal dimentia, as
though the reader or viewer is going
crazy for waiting as the characters
do the same. The pace of their dia-
logue is beautiful; Beckett orches-
trates the ebb and flow of emotion.
In the meanwhile of their wait-
ing, they are visited by a wealthy
and pretentious aristocrat named
Pozzo and his tied up man-slav- e
Lucky. In their particularly Estra-gon- 's
desire for "anything to pass
the time," Estragon and Vladimir
entertain the duo. Pozzo's terrible
treatment of Lucky culminates in his
display of Lucky who up until this
point has been speechless as a
philospher. In a swirling and chill-
ing stream of consciousness that
continues for three pages, Lucky
breaks the previous run of bicker-
ing with a monologue that attacks
the injustice of his own situation in
an ironic burst of confidence in a
god who has made this, terrible
world possible.
Despite these distractions, the
play still revolves around the dy-
namic spanning love, hate, disin-
terest, and ambivalence relation-
ship of Estragon and Vladimir.
Estragon every night is senselessly
beaten by strangers, showing the
reader an emotionally and physi-
cally tortured individual.
The rapport between Didi
(Vladimir) and Gogo (Estragon)
unfolds as a plain language philo-
sophical debate about the human
condition. The central questions of
their discourse revolve around the
existence of God, the purpose of
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tactics than I do."
This sort of interchange is in-
dicative of the spirit and mission of
the student-ru- n dinner theater.
Brubaker summed up her experience
with Jake's Women as compared to
the Bolton theater shows, saying,
'There is less hierarchical organiza-
tion than faculty-directe- d plays and
more collaboration. Everything is
looser and more easy-going- ."
In many respects, Jake's
Women is traditional Neil Simon
fare. Witty and urbane, the play has
the same semi-autobiographi- cal un-
dercurrent that has informed so
much of Simon's work. What dif-
ferentiates this unusual piece from
Simon's other pop comedies such
as The Odd Couple and Brighton
Beach Memoirs is the full stable of
three-dimension- al characters who
round out its cast. Jacobsen ex-
pressed the appeal of the play, say-
ing, "Jake's Women is truly funny,
but it has a serious question at its
heart. At the end of the show, the
humor leaves you feeling good, but
you still walk away thinking about
the deeper message."
The doors open at 6:45 p.m.,
with dinner served at 7:30 p.m. and
the show at 8:00 p.m. on Friday and
Saturday. Ticketsmay be reserved
by emailing KCDCkenyon.edu.
human life and most critically why
God would allow bad things hap-
pen to good people and why God
would hide from humanity.
As a testament to Beckett's
skill, the products of this discourse
have fresh emotion and color. At
once Beckett includes Lucky 's cur-
sory "... for reasons unknown but
time will tell..." and this exchange:
"estragon: I can't go on like this.
vladimir: That's what you think."
Here Beckett inserts what many
have referred to as humanity's "re-
luctant endurance," a permanent
suffering of humanity. This is what
makes Waiting for Godot a time-
less piece of literature is its focus
on humanity.
The dichotomy of the two acts
is delightful: The last four pages left
this reader with goosebumps for ten
minutes. The first act sees a bom-
bastic and affluent Pozzo, while the
second sees him blind and wretched.
Also, just like the first act, the play
ends with a messenge from a boy
working for Godot. It is the same
message both times. After 50 years
of waiting, this is what they hear:
"Vladimur: You have a message
from Mr. Godot.
boy: Yes Sir.
vladimir: He won't come this
evening.
boy: No Sir.
vladimir: But he'll come tomorrow.
boy: Yes Sir.
vladimir: Without fail.
boy: Yes Sir.
(Silence).
So, do you books? Join the
club! It's easy! It's do it yourself!
Just read the reviews. Ifyou like, it,
read the book with your friends and
discuss. A book you'd like to see?
E-ma- il neilsena or warned. Please
read, it's for the books.
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BY TARYN MYERS
Editor-in-Chi- ef
"No matter what I weighed or
how I locked, I always felt that if I
just lost a few more pounds, I'd feel
better." This way of thinking, com-
mon to those who suffer from eat-
ing disorders, was explained by se-
nior Sarah Wasserman, who has
suffered from anorexia nervosa in
the past. Wasserman has chosen to
come forward and talk about her ex-
perience with having an eating dis-
order in conjunction with Eating
Disorders Awareness Week (EDAW),
which will feature events next Tues-
day, Wednesday and Thursday to
raise awareness both about eating
disorders in general and their occur-
rence at Kenyon.
As Wasserman, who is a
double major in English and biol-
ogy, explained, "I was anorexic for
almost three years. Recovering
from anorexia is a slow process of
redeveloping a healthy relation-
ship with your body and what you
put into it. During the height of my
eating disorder, 1 would limit my
make Kenyon aware of eating
self to about 800 calories a day,
record everything I ate in a note-
book and exercise for two hours a
day. It was a strange ordeal be-
cause a part of me knew that it was
crazy and dangerous and wanted
to stop, but the other part of me
couldn't stop or was afraid to ...
It's kind of scary to reflect back
on all that now it just really
seems crazy."
When asked about what led her
to become anorexic, Wasserman said,
"My eating disorder developed
mainly as a response to personal
and family problems that I was
having at the time. I resorted to
strictly controlling my body when
I felt that the rest of my life was
out of control. I definitely think
that the media contributed to the
disorder, as well. I've also always
had a large group of male friends,
and it's sometimes hard to be in
that situation as a female."
College Counselor Nikki
Keller, who is one of the main or-
ganizers of EDAW and has
worked with patients with eating
disorders in the past, explained
Eating Disorder Awareness Week
February 24-2- 8, 2003
Tuesday at 5:30 p.m in Peirce Lounge: PER-
SONAL PERSPECTIVES: Students speak about
eating disorders.
Wednesday at 5:30 p.m.in Perce Dining Hall:
DINNER WITHOUT DIETING: Enjoy a healthy
and relaxing candlelight dinner while listen-
ing to the sounds of live jazz.
Thursday at 11:30 p.m. in Perce Lounge:
REMEMBERING JUNIOR HIGH: Did you feel
you had to look a certain way to be happy or
accepted? Join us for an informal conversa-
tion in which we explore ways of promoting
health and acceptance ourselves and our
bodies.
that the causes of Wasserman's dis
order are not unusual. "I think that
eating disorders are a nationalin-
ternational problem," she said,
"which has remained a constant
challenge for easily over several
decades. College age women and
men fall subject to a variety of
stresses and body imageeating is-
sues are definitely among those."
On the issue of eating disor-
ders at Kenyon, Keller said, "I don't
believe the number of 'eating is-
sues' at Kenyon College is any
greater or lesser than at other cam-
puses, but it is something we are
always discussing and are trying to
find ways to become a more 'body
friendly' environment. We are all
at risk and all could stand to im-
prove the acceptance of our own
shape and size as well as those of
our fellow Kenyon dwellers."
Wasserman, who is senior class
president and a captain of the field
hockey team, emphasized that eat-
ing disorders do occur at Kenyon
more frequently than members of the
community realize. She said that this
is one of the many reasons why she
is involved in the awareness week
this year, saying, "There are so many
students at Kenyon who suffer from
eating disorders or disordered eating.
Many of these people don't really
know it, and if they do, they're not
sure what to do in order to help them-
selves. These people need to know
that there are support systems out
there for them and that they need not
be entirely alone in their struggle."
Wasserman also admitted that
it was difficult for her to be so pub-
lic about her eating disorder. She
will also be serving as a member
of a student panel that will lead a
discussion next Tuesday at 5:30
p.m. in Peirce Lounge.
Other activities during EDAW
include a "Dinner without Dieting"
with jazz music provided in Peirce
Great Hall during dinner and a dis-
cussion Thursday during common
hour about "how media, culture
and just being human can lend it-
self to unhealthy body images," ac-
cording to Keller.
As yet an unscheduled event,
As I sat in Peirce tonight, I added about every spicevegetablecondiment that the place has to offer onto
my plate in the attempt of making my meal have flavor. I noticed a similarity of my plate with the social scene
last weekend. Unfulfilling. Friday started out with what I thought was going to be a healthy portion of fun with
a party in Old Kenyon, thrown by a group of girls who are all friends. This party wasn't bad, really. It had its
ups of the night, including generally nice people serving beer, good music and a random assortment of partiers.
However, for the most part, there wasn't any sort of excitement to the night at the event, or even after it for that
matter. There was an argument on Middle Path that woke some, but even that was mild and uneventful. On this
night, I have to give it two out of five chilies.
Wanting seconds, Saturday night was not much more exciting than the previous night, although there were a lot
more options for party hungry students to enjoy. Starting South, the Betas had their "glory days" party in the Pub.
While the idea was really very enjoyable, the actual party I found wanting to leave on my plate. Perhaps it's just
the layout of the Pub, or maybe it was jttst the people that were at the party, but it just seemed like there were a lot of
guys from the fraternity, and that's about all. There are some pretty big guys in that group, however, so maybe I just
couldn't see around them to see everyone else that was there. Moving North, there was a party in A-bloc- k. This party
was even more predictable than the Beta party, as the same people are always there. I would have to classify this
type of party as a leftover, and I am of the opinion that once you have had something good, throw it out and
think of something new. Moving along to F-blo- ck, you could hear live music from the sidewalk. Situated in a
bedroom, a couple of guys performed a little show. Although it was amazing in the technical aspect, those in
attendance didn't know whether to stand in the hall, talk in the common room or ask them to sign a CD. The
majority of those in attendance didn't seem to mind this awkwardness for too long, though. But as with the parties
earlier, it seemed those at the party had been there the whole night and perhaps even the weekend before. This brings
me to give a very repetitive two out of five chilies for this night and hope that maybe next weekend will be more spice-fille- d
and exciting for this campus in lieu of this boring winter, instead of leaving partiers with a bad taste in their
mouths. So remember if you're going to have a party, it better be good, because 1 might be there. Work hard. Play
hard. See you next weekend.
.
.
according to Keller's fellow Col-
lege Counselor Ruth Woehr, "We
are also going to be offering a
public showing a new film, Per-
fect Illusions, which tells of four
families struggling with eating
disorders. The film also gives
helpful info for those in recovery
and for prevention." Time and lo-
cation of the showing will be an-
nounced at a later date.
EDAW is especially important
to Kenyon because, as Woehr ex-
plained, "Programs to heighten
awareness of eating disorders be-
gan at Kenyon about 20 years ago
by Campus Physician Tracy
Schermer and Professor of Psy-
chology Michael Levine and later
were picked up by Eating Disorders
Awareness & Prevention (EDAP)."
Levine who has done exten-
sive research in the area of eating
disorders, teaches a seminar about
eating disorders in the psychology
department reemphasized this
fact, saying, "One important fact,
in my opinion, is that EDAW
began in 1983 in Knox County,
as a suggestion to the Mental
Health Health Association by
Tracy Schermer. That is, the first
EDAW anywhere was held in
Knox County."
:
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disorders
Wasserman emphasizes the im-
portance of EDAW in raising aware-
ness and offering help for those who
might be suffering from this disor-
der. "Although I consider myself 're-
covered,'" she said, "I still definitely
have issues with food and with body
image. Recovery is a slow process,
but it is possible. If you are suffer-
ing from an eating disorder, it's im-
portant that you know that there are
resources for you.
"Our society attaches so much
stigma to eating disorders, labeling
them as wrong, perverse, crazy,
etc.," Wasserman continued.
"Plenty of people with eating dis-
orders are smart, active, engaging
people even at the height of their
illness. People need to think about
what they say about their own bod-
ies or other people's bodies, be-
cause these comments can be in-
ternalized very easily."
Wasserman hopes that EDAW
will continue to be an asset to the
Kenyon community, saying, "I
hope that people will participate in
awareness week whether it be by
simply reflecting on their own be-
havior and how it might affect the
status of eating disorders in our
community, attending an event or
wearing a ribbon."
it be?
'Kenny."
Sarah Evans '04
"Ashley Parker."
Brian Warner '03 and
Alison Stroh '03
'Vladimir Putin."
Mary Tuomanen '03
"Whoever thought of this silly
question."
Stewart Martin '06
Ifyou could shoot anybody out ofa cannon, who
would
.
.i
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North by South studies African
BY ISANKYA KODITHUWAKKU
Features Editor
North by South, the year-lon- g
seminar conducted jointly by the
History and American Studies De-
partments, was the creation of Pro-
fessor of History William Scott and
Professor of American Studies Pe-
ter Rutkoff as part of their applica-
tion to be NEH Distinguished
Teaching Professors at Kenyon
College six years ago. The profes-
sors were granted the chair and the
program was put into effect. This
is the fifth year that this seminar has
been offered at Kenyon. The semi-
nar explores "the multiple dimen-
sions of the Great Migration of Af-
rican Americans from the rural
South to Northern cities. Epic in
scale, monumental in its long-ter- m
social and cultural impact, the Great
Migration stands as the largest in-
ternal movement of people in the
history of the United States," ac-
cording to the American Studies
web page.
From the early 1900s until
the 1960s, almost five million African-
-Americans migrated from
the South to the northern cities of
Chicago, Cleveland, Detroit,
Pittsburgh and New York. Greater
economic opportunities that were
created in northern industries dur-
ing the war years caused the great-
est movement of blacks because
of the loss of labor due to mili-
tary enlistment. The North by
South class was conducted over
three academic years from 1997
to 2000, and Kenyon students
have been engaged in research on
three distinct patterns of migrat-
ion: from the Mississippi Delta
New student organization sends books to
BY ISANKYA KODITHUWAKKU
Features Editor
Caitlin Looney '05 and Joe
Freeman '05 are the initiators of
the newest student group on cam-
pus, Books Through Bars (BTB).
This organization is one that looks
out for the service of others as its
goal and mission statement: it
engages in sending out reading
material to prisoners in jails na-
tionwide. "It's an attempt to help
prisoners who are trying to edu-
cate themselves," Freeman said.
"Give them something to occupy
their time with."
Freeman, a native of Phila-
delphia, made a trip to the um-
brella organization of the club,
which is situated in his homet-
own. "It's just around the corner
of our house," said Freeman. "It's
interesting to read those letters
from hardened criminals. I don't
mean to sound corny, but some of
them will break your heart."
The result of this trip is the
BTB club at Kenyon. The club
gets letters forwarded from the or-
ganization in Philadelphia, and
they try to match the requests with
'he books they have in storage.
There are requests for books rang-m- g
from educational to just nov-
els, and when the Kenyon group
i
The current North by South seminar
to Chicago, from South Carolina
to New York City and from Bir-
mingham, Ala., to Pittsburgh and
Cleveland. The result of this re-
search is the North by South web
page. According to the web page,
it seeks to "illuminate the numer-
ous effects of Northern migration
on African American culture"
and to identify "the transmission
and transformation of African
American culture and social cus-
toms witnessed in these urban
communities."
The seminar combines read-
ing of important new scholarship
on the African Diaspora, the for-
mation of an African American
culture in the American South, and
the migration of that culture to cit
sends the prisoners the books, they
attach a letter saying that they re-
ceived the request from the Philly
group. They also mail the umbrella
group to let them know that the
request has gone through. Some-
times fulfilling these requests is
not such an easy process.
"Right now the only thing we
can always match is a request for
a dictionary," Looney said. "It's
not that requests from prisoners
are lacking. Or that books and do-
nations are. It's just that it's very
hard to match a specific book."
But the organization is still
just starting out. "Right now, we're
just trying to get the club on its
feet," Looney said. "We have ten
or so people who really want to be
part of it. And there's been a lot of
enthusiasm among faculty, stu-
dents and the Bookstore, the
Kenyon Review, the English de-
partment. Each year, lots of books
that weren't used in classes are
running around."
The greatest problem the or-
ganizers have run into is a lack of
space. The club needs a place to
store the books they collect as well
as a place in which to do the pack-
aging and handling of the letter re-
quests. "We have to say that main-
tenance and a lot of other people
are involved in the construction on
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made a research trip to New Orleans
ies, North and South, in the twen-
tieth century. Each semester, the
students also spend a week dur-
ing their break doing field re-
search in an African American
community.
"Like other immigrants, Af-
ricans brought with them a rich
cultural heritage that assimilated
non-Afric- an ideas, adapted to
New World circumstances and
preserved much of their West
African ways," said Scott. He
also explained the research
methods followed by the stu-
dents. First, in a weeklong trip
to a southern city, the students
work in small research teams to
identify the distinctive features
of African American culture in
the Field House," said Looney.
"And this is why our request for a
space has got delayed. Right now,
they're looking at somewhere in the
downstairs of Peirce."
The school has provided the
club with money for their ex-
penses. "This also takes up a lot
of time," Looney said. "For pack-
aging and sorting through letters.
Right now the money we have is
being spent for stuff likes scales
and shipping material."
Looney and Freeman claim
this to be perhaps the only chap-
ter in a college. "Nobody in lib-
eral arts colleges has connections
with prisoners," said Freeman.
"This is really to address some-
thing that is wrong in prisons. It
the prison system seems to be
more now about punishment
rather than reform."
Looney was also quick to
correct some misguided views of
the project. "A few of my friends
have disliked the idea of having
their name and address in the
books," Looney said. "But we
want to let people know that this
won't be a problem at all, there'll
just be a BTB sign on the books
when they go out."
"It's been known that people
have formed pen pal sort of rela-
tionships, but it's only in the form
American
u- - Jkti
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Bryan Stokes II
over winter break.
the South and those that are of
African ancestry. Then in another
weeklong field trip, this time to a
northern city, they study how these
features changed or persisted in
the North and how this migrant
culture affected the northern com-
munities.
Jessica Vigilante '04, who is
currently taking the class, went on
the trip to New Orleans over win-
ter break. "This is such a wonder-
ful opportunity for the students of
Kenyon who wish to expand their
horizons and explore the cultures
of those who are different from
them," she said. "This is especially
the case with regard to New Or-
leans. The culture there is so rich,
a melting pot where various cul
of a thank you letter, and maybe
some money for stamps," Free-
man added.
If you want to be part of this
process and donate books, there
are boxes marked Books Through
Bars in Peirce (to your left just as
you come in through the West en-
trance) and under the display
tables in the Bookstore.
"Soon the prisoners will get
tody's Restaurcr.1
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migration
tures have come together to form
a culture of their own. It is unlike
anything that I have seen, and I'm
sure that almost nothing would be
able to compare."
The research team of which
Vigilante is a part of is studying the
transfer of the voodoo culture from
New Orleans to Chicago.
"Towards the end of the year,"
Scott said, "the seminar comes to-
gether as a single research group to
report its collective findings on a web
page that is part of a larger North by-Sout- h
website that includes the find-
ings of the previous seminars." This
will all culminate in a book to be
published in three years by Johns
Hopkins University Press entitled
"Fly Away: The Great African
American Migrations" that will in-
clude research from all of the years.
Scott and Rutkoff are currently
working on the book together. "This
is our fifth year," Rutkoff said about
the conduct of the seminar. "We'd
love to continue, depending on
funding of the course."
How ever many years the
course will be taught at Kenyon, it
is obvious that it has already influ-
enced many students to think dif-
ferently. Michael Inlander '04, an-
other student taking the seminar,
confirmed this. "Professors Scott
and Rutkoff have brought learning
to life in a more comprehensive
way than any other learning expe-
rience in my life," he said. "These
friends have educated us with pri-
mary sources, personal wisdom,
and experiences in new places.
Most of all they have cared for their
students in their mission to educate
us. Along the way they have also
made us better people."
prisoners
to know our address and name! too,
and start mailing us directly," Free-
man said. "The organization in
Philly isn't big at all. Their room
is just only as big as the inside of
the Red Door Cafe. I don't think
they have chapters as such but I do
know that there are a lot of indi-
vidual organizations that do this.
Like the bookstore, which sends
books to the local Knox prison."
living,
i
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Does being loyal mean remaining silent?
Writer-in-Residen- ce Paul rredencK Kiuge nas umi 4u.t- -L:, ,mn thp mpmhe.rs of the Kenvon community with an article
that was published in The Chronicle of Higher Education. Kluge's
article criticizes the trend that he perceives to exist ai isuyo.. .
.Apr institution of hieher learning in which students are "coddled"
inflation, leiniency ana an envionimcmby professors through grade
that mn w more ke a summer camp man a piace ui icum..g.
ThP arcrnments for and aeainst are passionate and persuasive.
ti,cp ntPntinns have been debated over the allstu system, in con- -,.v,
.1
versations on Middle Path and across the pages oi tne ouagtun
..
Li, ThprP arP. nortions of Kluee's article that are easy to agree
I r n. --t ti,o
with, and other portions that are not as easy to swauuw. ...v
most distinctive features of the article tor anyone wnu iuiuw .uBv
or has read Alma Mater is that nothing he says is or should be sur-
-
Lw; Hp alreadv made these arguments ana maue uic.u ...
greater detail. In fact, his article was actually adapted by the editors
of the Chronicle from a speech Kluge maae one ne w --u,,,
asked to make because of the positions tie takes in w '
Pprhnns morp. revo Ut onarv and SllOCKing IS me aacuiu,.
.ppH hv omp. members of the community that the problem is not
r - ...... i a. tUom in
mnrwns w th Kenvon, but ttiat tie cnose io ci.cm ...w.. ...
a public forum that might prove detrimental to Kenyon s reputation
pvomnlp in th s ssue ot the Loueeian, mm ous...a.. w- -r
--
r"- - - " ., J, . . o1,u
Nick Matlin '05 argue in their letter to tne eauor mm a
..-....- ,,
i.,it t ifpnvnn reauires us to work for improving Kenyon's
academic standards in ways that do not publicly exaggerate our faults
and diminish our strengths.
I
. ,i c 1 U nc- - lonAnOn the contrary, one ot the strengtns oi a piacc sue.
unn ahiP to criticize the verv institution that the members of the
community love and respect. Rather than showing disloyalty, a
healthy critique of Kenyon only serves to maice u miuhSci
.... a ;f that rritinne is made public, it is not to make other mstitu- -n ..... , ; mint
tinns or other members ot the higner education cu..,..,um..,
less of us. Instead, it is to do as Kluge did with his article to point
and to use Kenyon as anout areas that can be improved at Kenyon,
pvan-mi- p for other institutions that might be experiencing the same
difficulties. Rather than thinking less of Kenyon or Kluge because
he chose to express these opinions in a public forum, other institu-al- s
will likelv see this as a sign of Kenyon's strength.
It takes a good deal of strength to admit when something is wrong
with an institution one loves, and to do so publicly does not imply
disloyalty, but instead, a desire to improve that institution by enact-
ing rhancres for the better. In this light, Kluge's column can actually
be seen as a form of strong loyalty to Kenyon a desire to admit
there are things that can be changed in order to maKe mis insmuuui,
the best it can possibly be.
M i Mil j 3 MO
--
.:. T,,,.r it the inn nf Prime Hall's main stairwayunite. ' '"r -
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love I'm talking about is that
which I have for cheap, Ameri-
can beer.
If you happen to be among
the fellows who feels it is their
duty to keep themselves from
drinking brews with nicknames
such as Natty Light, Beast and
Stones, I have only this to say
to you: Get over yourself. You
go to college in the middle ot
rural Ohio and you are all but
22 years old if not younger.
I'm sure the fact that you
will have plenty of time to
drink good beer when you are
an old worthless failure in lite
and holding a Paulauner is the
last thing that makes you feel
like a real person. In fact, no
self-respecti- ng person should
ever go out and buy themselves
a case of Sam Adams or
Warsteiner in order to sit back
and get bombed. Natty Light
is made with an easy going,
smooth and almost completely
E00T
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absent taste for a reason, so
that the tongue doesn't get con-
fused and attempt to keep you
from drinking it too quickly.
Now don't get me wrong; I
love the good beers as well. I es-
pecially love them when some-
one else is paying, but do you
really think you are looking cool
at a party with a strange foreign
beer in you hand that costs more
than your school supplies? Does
this give you a feeling that you
Phil Hands
The dilute, the draught, and the delicious
More respect is owed to clean, clear, aii-Amenc- an oeer
BY RAYMOND COATOAM
Guest Columnist
For a reason I've never been
able to explain, I've always felt
a slight tinge of annoyance
whenever I hear someone com
ment on the fact that they refuse
to drink cheap beer. Now, as I sit
tucked away in a Hampton Inn
somewhere outside of not only
Svracuse, New York, but also
one of the worst snow storms of
the year, I have nothing better to
do than once and for all come to
terms with a love that does not
dare speak its name, yet allows
the screaming of it from atop a
chair at Midnight Breakfast. The
isn't the taste, the price tag or
the label. So if you can obtain
happiness at a cheaper price,
why not do so?
A close friend of mine once
asked me if I loved her more than
Natty Light. My most honest re-
sponse had to be no. However
before you pass judgment, allow
me to explain myself. Natty is al-
ways there for me, as long as I
have five bucks and a will I have
a shredder of Natty at hand. It
"Ifyou happen to be among the fellows
who feels it is their duty to keep themselves
from drinking brews with nicknames such as
Natty Light, Beast and Stones, I have only this
to say to you: Get over yourself ... you're a
kid, a stupid kid more than likely ..."
are of a higher class than others
when you regurgitate the con-
tents of said bottle of beer the
same as you would a forty of
Cobra or a shredder of Miller?
Just admit it: you're a kid, a stu-
pid kid more than likely, and if
you are drinking to get drunk,
you might as well let the cheap
beer flow like water. The two
very closely resemble each
other, and let us not forget we all
need water to live.
It may not count as much
with an atheist saying this, but
cheap beer is a blessing to all
of us. As Benjamin Franklin
once said, "Beer is a sign from
God telling us He loves us, and
wants us to be happy." Now
what exactly is it about beer
that makes us happy? Oh wait,
could it be ... the alchohol? It
has gotten me through the hard,
times, and by hard times I mean
the endless vacation hours when
I have had neither job nor friend
to rely on to kill the boredom.
I've known it for longer than
most people have known their
own best friends.
So my fellow Kenyonites,
let us escape that realm of pre-
tentiousness inside of which so
many outsiders consider us
lost. Let us raise our cans high
and admit that it isn't such a
terrible thing to see the bottom
of the cup, even when it's full.
And finally, let us never forget
the words of that sweet man
Pallinto Haete when he said,
"Life should always resemble
a good beer: it should be light,
transparent and topped off with
lots of head."
Wfe mm dkuflu
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Kluge has challenged us. Will we accept?
BY PHILLIP ROSS
Guest Columnist
After reading the many allstus
about the article in The Chronicle of
Higher Education, found it difficult
to contribute something new and in-
teresting to the debate. Every allstu
contained an idea or notion that I held
true about "Kamp Kenyon." I pon-
dered about the e-m- ails that praised
Kenyon for being such a wonderful
place. I also contemplated the e-m- ails
that supported the points in the article
and challenged Kenyon to evaluate
itself. All week I've weighed both
sides of the issue, and I am unable to
decide which side I support. The
"Kamp Kenyon vs. Kenyon College"
debate roars on in my head, even as it
seems to be dying out in the convers-
ations of those around me.
Is "Kamp Kenyon" really as bad
as some think it to be? Granted, this
place has some areas that need to be
cleaned up, but is it really that bad?
Although I agree with many of the
points illuminated in TJxe Chronicle of
Higlier Education article, I believe that
there are definite positives to the
"Kamp Kenyon" mentality. Kenyon
encourages students to experience
things inside and outside of the classr-
oom. The word "community" is used
in just about every sentence used to
describe the Kenyon experience, and
due to our seclusion from the outside
world, this little hill feels like summer
camp.
It's that summer camp feeling that
allows us to bond together when there
are no common bonds. For example,
during finals week, I've watched
Caring does not
BY AMANDA CARPENTER
Staff Columnist
"Death from accommodation,"
states Writer-in-Residen- ce P.F. Kluge
in the February 21, 2003 issue of The
Chronicle ofHigher Education within
an article entitled, "Our Coddled Stu-
dents: Kamp Kenyon's Legacy: Death
by Tinkering." Accommodation is one
thing, but since when is it "damnable"
to "pre-em- pt
. . . actsof kindness?"The
feet that our administrators make ev-
ery effort to connect with a student is
admirable at the very least. The stu-
dents are not 100 in support of ev-
ery change or lack thereof. We have
our own conceptions of Kenyon, and
although we might not agree with ev-wythi- ng,
it is certainly not the
administration's fault that they offer a
listening ear when we have a death in
lie family, an emotional burden, a
heath issue. Perhaps Kluge is forget-ta- g
what an integral part the administ-
rators play in the daily life of an
imdergrad not coddling, but caring.
We are adults with decisions, and
it is at our discretion what we choose
to accomplish with the thousands of
dollars that we are spending to sit and
Jeam about how to place the commas
i" the right spots. Yes, it may be sad
hat some choose to learn the hard way,
forsaking their duties as a student to
8 out and buy that $300 stereo equip-
ment only to leave Dante squished
een underbed storage boxes. Yes,
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stressed out students up until 5 a.m. in
Gund computer lab all working ex-
tremely hard to eek out the last few
pages of a take-hom- e final. Students
will share notes, coffee, soda, food and
anything else to keep themselves and
their fellow students awake. Another
example would be seniors who get
together to celebrate the completion
of their comps. The feeling that we've
all culminated our academic careers
at Kenyon by completing our senior
exercise causes us to celebrate with
people we don't even know. Call it
nostalgia, call it cheesy, call it what-
ever you want, but that's a part of
"Kamp Kenyon" that I hope never
changes.
Nostalgia aside, after chatting
with multiple friends about the article
in The Chronicle ofHiglier Education
and after listening to the debates from
students all over campus, I havecome
to two conclusions. Professor Kluge
is a gifted writer and a rather smart
professor. Whether we want to admit
it or not, that article forced us to look
into the mirror and evaluate what we
see. We can get upset that he wrote an
article that "trashed the good name of
Kenyon College," but no matter what,
Kenyon will be a better place because
of it. That article challenges us to jus-
tify many of the luxuries that we take
for granted. Some students are trying
to prove that Kenyon is not as bad as
other schools like it, while other stu-
dents are arguing that Kenyon is not
as good as we think it is. The truth of
the matter is that both sides of this ar-
gument hold significant weight.
Kenyon College is definitely a step
above many liberal arts colleges in the
mean coddling
it is pathetic that our liberal arts edu-
cation the reason for our being
here may seem torn and scattered
under the mindset that we should be a
pampered body ofapathetic Kampers.
However, "a true and vital engagement
between the professor and the student"
takes two parties and two commit-
ments.
I do not believe that Kenyon is
any less worthy of attending to have
this type of support, but I do agree that
there is a point where support ends and
spoiling begins. Do we need all of the
comfort zones? Maybe not. Do we
need the juice bar? That is another
story. But we do need some assistance
from those with whom we sit in class
with each day, and especially those
who help run the College. It just so
happens that when I was in a hospital
bed last year while a nurse stuck IVs
in my arms at 3 a.m. because I was
having gall bladder pains, an official
from academic advising was right
there with me. Is that perhaps part of
the "best new pal" status with which
Kluge sees a growing problem? If
so, then maybe some changes in-
deed need to be made. However, it
is not the faculty or the administra-
tion that needs to change as much
as it is the students. If the students
truly appreciated what the College
officials try to do for us, then per-
haps we would not be a Kamp at
all. Perhaps we would be a
United States, but we are not as good
as we tend to think. Kenyon has its
faults like every other college out there,
and it's up to us to turn those faults
into positives.
I truly believe Professor Kluge
knew what he was doing when he
wrote that article. He knew the article
would make its way to the Kenyon
campus, and I bet he's reveling in the
amount of attention it's receiving. Al-
though I haven't completely chosen a
side to this debate, I have decided that
I'm glad the article was printed.
Kenyon's name was just printed next
to an article describing hew Harvard
University is going down the drain.
Kenyon will now be imprinted in the
minds of those who never would have
looked our way. Just think about it:
Kenyon is a small liberal arts college,
and this publication considers our
school's news as prominent as the
news about one of the top American
Ivy League schools of all time. Five
years ago, that would not have hap-
pened.
Now, I'm a senior on my way
to graduation, so of course I'm
reminiscing on the good old days of
Kenyon. Some ofyou new Kenyonites
may see this college in a completely
different light. Well, I leave you with
this ... an article was written that
has challenged you to make this
place better. What are you going to
do about it?
Kluge article harms, breaks ties
Editor,
In a recent opinion piece pub
lished in The Chronicle of Higher
Education, Writer-in-Residen- ce P.F.
Kluge unfortunately chose to publicly
express a perceived deterioration of
Kenyon's academic standards, a
'death from tinkering, death from ac
commodation." While Prof. Kluge
makes the legitimate argument that
the current college market place too
often revolves around the accommo-
dations a college provides rather than
the first-rat- e education it can offer, we
are forced to strongly disagree with
Prof. Kluge's chosen venue to express
his critique and his overly critical and
sarcastic assessment of Kenyon's aca-
demic health.
The Chronicle of Higher Edu- -
Kluge shows disdain for actual student needs
I hate to get involved in stuff
like this. Kluge makes a damn good
point when he relays his disgust at
how this school is now having to
'market' itself to potential students.
We do have to market ourselves.
What I believe he fails to make ex
plicitly clear is that this is not an
option or a path that Kenyon has
chosen; rather, it is about survival.
The problem with Professor
Kluge's argument is that he really
makes it so personal. Maybe I'm
reading this totally and completely
incorrectly, but I see that there is
one particularly wretched part of his
article: the point at which Kluge
says that it "seems that bringing in
more counselors, mediators and
advisors ... is a growth industry."
,
Article ishonest, not malicious
BY JAMES LEWIS
Staff Columnist
I have no right to publicly sup-
port P.F. Kluge's assertions about
"Kamp Kenyon" in The Chronicle
ofHigher Education. This has noth-
ing to do with the question of his
"rightness," more a question of my
own personal history. I have ben-
efited too much from the safety nets
afforded students, whether it be aca-
demic, or otherwise, to preach and
pontificate about how Kenyon is too
easy on the average student.
But what I can and will vehe-
mently defend is the spirit in
which P.F. Kluge's article was
written. Like many Kenyon stu-
dents, I've read Alma Mater,
Kluge's look inside Kenyon life
for a year. I didn't agree with ev-
erything he said in the book, but
one thing that will always stay
with me is his love for Kenyon.
Unlike many of my fellow stu-
dents, I don't see Kluge just pin-
ing away for the days of yore when
Denham Sutcliffe stood as a co-
lossus of education. If you read his
musings about his days here, he
expresses a very real disenchant-
ment with a campus on which he
was an outsider, being agnostic,
working class and independent.
What amazes me is that, despite
his status here as an odd duck, he
cation is by far the most widely read
publication among academic circles,
serving for better or worse as a water-
shed of sorts for a school 's reputation.
Kluge's decision to publish in the
Chronicle only serves to weaken his
alma mater's academic reputation in
a very public sphere, a strategy which
will do little to advance his cause on
Kenyon's campus. Kluge's efforts
would have been better spent raising
his concerns on campus with the ad-
ministration rather than defaming the
college's good name from the relative
seclusion of a semester in Prague.
We have heard the argument that
our personal loyalty to Kenyon clouds
our ability to hear criticism, and that
Kluge's efforts were in fact justified
because his opinions reflect healthy
Kluge does, however, admit that
"much of what they do has devel-
oped in response to real problems."
Yet, he concludes that section with
the possibility that this is "ultimately
compromising the purpose of a col-
lege education."
This College wouldn't even
exist if we didn't have a chance at
keeping our minds stable, courtesy
of the counselors to quite a few
people here. Kluge grew up in a time
during which there were not nearly
as many societal problems as there
are today. These problems have the
most profound effect on the young-
est the students. Divorce rates are
a lot higher; generally, families
aren't intact. Depression is some-
what of an epidemic for adolescents.
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grew to love the place fiercely.
I believe that a proper un-derstand- ing
of Kluge's views al-
most universally trumps all of
the replies to Kluge's article.
Kluge may be wrong, but he is
certainly not speaking out of
malice. He wants Kenyon to be
magnanimous rather than fun or
easy. When I say magnanimous,
I mean it in the pure classical
sense of the word, meaning it is
large in soul. When Kluge says
that he would rather voluntarily
help a student move in than be
told to at a faculty meeting, I see
a call for magnanimity. When
Kluge says that he would rather
voluntarily reach out to a
troubled student then be told to
be nice by deans, I see a call for
magnanimity, even if I don't
agree with him.
I believe that Kenyon is larger
in soul and spirit then Kluge gives
it credit for. However our reactions
to his article are not upholding my
belief. When Kenyon students say,
"Don't pick on us in front of other
people, do it privately instead," I
wince, and I wish we would dis-
play more courage. When Kenyon
students point to other places and
say, "But we're better than them,
so we must be good," I wince and
wish we would display more vir-
tue.
with Kenyon
dissent that can spark the school into
action. We propose, however, that
a healthy loyalty to Kenyon, the
kind of loyalty one might expect
from students who have been given
so much from our time on the Hill,
requires us to work for improving
Kenyon's academic standards in
ways that do not publicly exagger-
ate our faults and diminish our
strengths. By writing such a strident
and diminishing account of
Kenyon. Kluge displaysdisappoint-in- g
disrespect for a community that
claims him even if he doesn't
claim that community.
Tom Sasman '04 and
NickMatlin'05
Some of us had to deal with bomb
threats at our schools, institution
alized bullying and pressures and
demands that no one from Kluge's
generation could have even fath
omed.
Some people here wouldn't be
able to get a "college education'
without quite a bit of support. Ig
noring the differences of our gen
eration is irresponsible. Go ahead
and tell potential students to come
to Kenyon with a reasonably clean
psychological bill of health or don 't
come at all. Just be prepared to
step up that marketing job at ad
missions.
Stephen Snodgrass '05
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Snow days remind us, transition is coming
BY MIKE MITCHELL
Staff Columnist
Thanks to Mother Nature, we
were all allowed to be children
again this week. We had a snow
day. A child's Mardi Gras. One of
our treasured childhood holidays,
up there with Christmas and birth-
days. A day free from reading,
writing and arithmetic. The glow-
ing white landscape, coupled with
a complete break from authority
and responsibility make the snow
day one of the most idyllic images
of childhood imaginable. On Mon-
day, we all got to experience that
again, if only for an afternoon.
This reversion to childhood,
or should I say repulsion from
adulthood, seems to be filling our
collective consciousness lately. On
campus, Professor Kluge is wor-
ried that we are all being coddled.
He fears the administration is pam-
pering us like children, rather than
ignoring us like adults. Kenyon is
becoming more Kamp than Col-
lege.
On television, a new ad for
ESPN shows grown men in the
hallway of their office building
bouncing a ball onto a shelf over
and over again: The rules of the
game are known only to them, and
their constant bickering over the
score is reminiscent of toddlers ar-
guing over how to best throw, drop
The Underappreciated: Lacking coolness
BY MATT CASS
Staff Columnist
"Am I cool?"
We all go to school here to learn.
That is pretty much a u nanimous agree-
ment all across Kenyon. After that's
done, whether it be a Friday afternoon
or a Saturday night, we all cease learn-
ing and engage in less intelligent ac-
tivity. If you were to unpack this issue
a little more, you would realize that a
good deal of this distraction or less in-
telligent behavior is occupied by try-
ing to be "cool" or do something
"cool." This seems to be the norm
around here. Study, party, study, party
and so on. Sometimes we change it up
a little bit depending on the time or
year and our own personal attitude
meaning that we'll study, study, party,
or party, party, study. More or less, I
think its safe to generalise our lives in
this way for the moment.
Let's get back on to this idea of
cool for a moment. Today, all over the
country, fast food menus, clothing
stores, magazines and even musicians
are all struggling to stay "new," to stay
appealing or to stay "hip." And why?
Because the faster things change, the
more frequently we'll throw out our
"old" and go buy the "new." Its has
nothing to do with anything but money.
In any event, it seems our world is pre-
occupied with trying to stay "cool."
You see it here even in Gambier al-
though at a slower pace because of our
college atmosphere with the cloth-
ing, the music and the slang.
However, in hindsight, as one re-
cent speaker intelligently pointed out,
"cool" has always seemingly been de-
fined by the anti-nor- m, the inventive,
and the non-complace- nt. "Cool" has
or kick something. The Saturn Car
Company has an ad where
twenty-somethin- gs drive through
a playground paradise of swings,
slides and seesaws. They drive
past a sign that reads, "Now Leav-
ing Childhood," only to make a
sharp right to escape the path of
the next sign that reads, "Old Age
Ahead." There seems to be a real
urgency regarding what we, the
twenty-something- s, are to do
next. Our professor says grow up.
TV says watch ESPN.
I encountered this subject
again this weekend when I saw
Kenyon's production of Howard
Korder's A Boy's Life. The
"boys" in this play could have
easily been exchanged with
those in the ESPN ad, and no
one would have known the dif-
ference. They were aimless, apa-
thetic and angry, and so was the
play. There, was little semblance
of plot, no rising action, no ten-
sion and no climax. These may
have all been conscious choices
by the playwright to create a
play as aimless as its characters
in order to critique the malaise
that most twenty-somethin- gs are
perceived to inhabit.
However, if it was a critique,
it wasn't a very good one. This Is
Our Youth, a play performed in the
Horn earlier this year, suffeied
from the same listlessness, only
historically been seen as the revolu-
tionary, the un-thought- -of, the never-seen-befo- re.
If you're not following
me, think some easy examples:
Michael Jordan, Madonna or even
Michael Jackson. They all did things
which were deemed "cool" because
they were the first people to do what-
ever they did, the way they did.
Come on, we've all seen the
movies where the "cool" kid tries to
teach the "uncool" kid how to be
"cool." The thing is, though, usually
at the end of the story the "uncool"
and traditionally different kid winds
up becoming the envy of everyone.
You know why? Because heshe was
always strange and different, and
never really afraid to be who they
were. Think about it. The next time
someone in Peirce says that some-
thing, someone or somewhere isn't
"cool," ask yourself why. Is it because
its not what eveiyone likes or every-
one expects? Is it because its differ-
ent? Is it because its strange? Then,
once you've reached your senses,
remind yourself that, in reality, what
everyone expects and what every-
one likes is actually called com-
placency and is usually not cool
after all.
Over winter break, I read a great
book by a man named Lewis
MacAdams, entitled Birth ofthe Cool
In it, MacAdams traces the roots of
American history and pop-cultu- re to
discover how, where, and why the
world "cool" came about. While I'm
not gonna regurgitate a book report
for you now, I would like to reference
one line which I believe pertains to
this whole issue of complacency vs.
cool-nes- s. Near the beginning of the
book, MacAdams notes that "cool
OPINIONS
its characters dabbled in coke, not
pot. There's been an American
Beauty-esqu- e trend in film and
drama set to shatter all semblance
of a positive adult life and replace
it with depression, disorder and
drugs. While these pieces may be
seeking to critique these lifestyles,
"they offer no alternative or remedy.
I'm as scared as the next per-
son about entering the real world
and becoming an adult. If Kenyon
does coddle us, I'll be the first in
line for a hug, ready for relief at
every comfort zone and eager to
play Kamp with the best of them.
I think that the ESPN ad is one of
the funniest things I've ever seen,
and I admit to making up my own
nonsense games in the office hall-
way during my past summer in-
ternships.
When the time comes, when
I finally leave this playground
paradise and I drive past the sign
that says, "Now Leaving Child-
hood," I'm not going to make that
sharp right. I don't intend to be
driving towards old age, but I'm
not going to run away from the
stuff in between. I'm going to turn .
up the radio, step on the gas and
drive into adulthood, eager to
make the best of whatever may
lie ahead. If it is awful, if it's all
depression and drugs, monotony
and malaise, I can always pray for
a snow day.
signaled it would not be overrun by
'progress,' the mainstream ideology."
This resistance to the mainstream
is exactly what I'm concerned and per-
sonally confused about. Why is some-
thing considered "cool" when it's the
norm or when its what everyone else
expects? Why do we strive to be cool
when all we're doing is striving to
blend in to the social fabric of Kenyon,
New York or LA. or wherever?
I guess my point here is that we
Kenyon students go to school to learn,
and then once we've finished learning
for the week or day (or even couple
hours), we stop thinking and start be-
coming complacent. You know what
was one of the "coolest" things to ever
happen Kenyon's history? It wasn't an
allstu, it wasn't a party and it wasn't
the New Apartments snowball fight of
2001 . It was the admittance of women
to the college during the late sixties and
early seventies. And even that's a
stretch in my opinion because by that
time, Kenyon was just attempting to
bring itself up to speed with the rest of
the world that is, they were just at-
tempting to "be cool."
Am I saying I'm cool? Abso-
lutely not. All I'm trying to point
out is that the next time you or
someone else is going to do some-
thing (or, anything), ask yourself
if he or she is doing whatever
they're doing because they want
to, or because they think they
should.
When I sat down to write this,
I envisioned I would end up flirting
with what a lot of other people have
been writing (or arguing about) this
week. But when 1 stopped and
thought about it, 1 realized that', tech-
nically, that wouldn't be very cool.
I n&
Miller's concerns not valid
Editor,
Mr. Miller makes some good points in his article in Feb. 13's Collegian
While I agree that the admissions office ought to be wary of those who focus
on one subject to the exclusion of all others, I think that his view of the situa
tion is exaggerated.
Mr. Miller says that "for reasons of geography, Kenyon will never attract
large number of the very best liberal arts candidates." Are centers of civili
zation truly necessary for the intellect
minded of us immediately dismiss a
zation? Or does Gambier's isolation
to clear, focus and reflect?
It seems unlikely that those who
will stay here for long. And do we really want them to? Do those who cannot!
come to love Kenyon truly belong here?
As Mr. Miller is a senior, perhaps he
to the SAT: Math and Verbal. Perhaps
on the average, more rounded than he
Kenyon can attract National Merit
mathematics, English, economics, music, philosophy, political science, phys
ics and chemistry. How do I know
Ben Johnson '06
"Random" performance?
Editor,
After having read the Social Scene article from two weeks ago, I was
under the impression that all of a sudden, during Phling, the Ballroom Dance
Club stopped the band in the Great Hall, pushed the crowd out of their way,
and decided to "show them how it's done." Sadly, I must say that it was not
nearly that glamorous.
I'm flattered that the Social Scene writer thinks that we can come up
with choreographed routines on the spot, whip out tons of costumes and make
everyone watch us, but that is not the case. In actuality, we were asked by the
Phling Committee several weeks in
would be performed when the band
rather danced around with no commitments instead of sacrificing our Phling
and our free time two weeks prior to
12:30, people showed no respect and felt
and turn the scene into a riot. It seems,
writer was one of those people. I hope
I would like to say that aside from
much out of this article. I don't know
Ithe run-o- n sentences or the misspellings
point I would not advise the Social
lessons (she obviously isn't a fan), but
standards of English syntax, I bet I could
Ksenia Sokolyanskaya '04, President of KCBDC
Editor:
We find it necessary to protest the
Social Scene writer, especially to the
members ourselves.
For starters, since Phling is a
theme, there was absolutely nothing
performance. We felt these talented
and poise that to portray them as "more awkward than the evil playground
looking area in front of Rosse" was
Regardless of your feelings towards the performance, you should appre
ciate the amount of time and effort the
Organization of the Year award last year, the Ballroom Dance Club has gained
much respect, and you should not be
talented individuals.
If you do have a problem with the social scene at Kenyon, then
maybe you should go out and do something about it. Kenyon is a
place where people are open to new and diverse ideas. Besides, if you
feel it necessary to criticize another person or group, at least have tne
guts to attach your name to the criticism.
Tamar Chalker '04 and Heather Brauer '04
Former editor apologizes
.......... 1 . r .L. CC r-- mo rf tYiP.I mink tnat tne memoers or me .ouegiun Man uc sumv
hardest workine students on the Kenyon campus, as well as those who
endure the most criticism from the
. .
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m
to flourish? Wil the best, most open- -
"hill in rural Ohio" as too far from civili
from the "real world" allow the intellect
cannot adjust to the "place" of Gambier
has forgotten that there are two parts
those "high scorers" he disparages are,
thinks.
Finalists who want to take courses in
this, you ask? Because I'm one of them!
advace to prepare two dance sets that
took breaks. Believe me, we would have
the show. During our second set, at
the need to interrupt us on the floor
from the article, that the Social Scene
you remember it.
non-sto- p complaints, I didn't get
whether it was the lack of information,
that made it so painful to read. At this
Scene writer to take ballroom dancing
if she would like a tutorial on the
pull some strings.
unnecessary disrespect shown by your
Ballroom Dancers. We,are not team
dance and since Moulin Rouge was the
"random" about the Ballroom Dance
Kenyon students exhibited such grace
just way out of line.
dancers put into Phling. After receiving
ashamed to go to a school with such
student body. Because of the amount
. . . ...... rr r Uo
of work that is put into each issue, working on the editorial sian oi
paper is an extremely emotional job.
I recently resigned my position as editor-in-chi- ef of the Collegian,
partially because I responded poorly to this high stress and high criti
cism. Angered by a lack ot support and a series ot pranKs aone iu
Collegian staff, I lashed out, using information I obtained as editor-in-chi- ef
for my own purposes of defaming those I believed had wronged
me. For that I apologize. Respect is a very important element ui
Kenyon community, and one that I do not take for granted. I take com-
plete responsibility for my lapse in judgment and offer my regrets to
anyone who has been negatively affected by my actions.
Luke Witman '03, Former Editor-in-Chi- ef
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Lords basketball demolishes Hiram 89-7- 2
BY ERIC FITZGERALD
Staff Reporter
The Lords avenged a loss earl-
ier this season against Hiram Coll-
ege, when they beat the Terriers 89-7- 2
at the Ernst Center last Saturday.
The win improved the Lords'
NCAC record to 3-1- 1.
The Kenyon Lords head into
their final game of the season this
Saturday against Wabash College at
Ernst Center. Their chances of quali-
fying for the NCAC Tournament
could depend on a victory.
"Hopefully, the Wabash game
will be meaningful for the confere-
nce tournament," Kunka said. "It
certainly would be nice to see ev-
eryone down here at a home game
one more time."
In a Jan. 25 game at Wabash,
the Lords lost 65-6- 1. However,
Kunka believes his team's chances
of winning this meeting are good.
"We were up six or eight points
with less than eight minutes to go
and we were a little short handed
inside," he said at the previous meet.
"We got off to slow start, wound up
coming back and led late in the sec-
ond half. We dominated the middle
30 minutes, we just had trouble in
the first five minutes and last five
Ladies bball
BY JAMES ROSENBLUM
Staff Reporter
The stretch runs always tend to
be hectic for any team. Jockeying for
position in a tight league can make
anyone shudder. Finishing strong is
key, especially heading into the play-
offs with momentum, knowing that
any false move could end the possib-
ility of a strong streak. For the La-
dies, that time had approached last
week, when they took to the road for
a pair of pivotal games. Sitting at 5-- 8
in the NCAC and two and a half
games behind fifth-plac- e Denison,
Kenyon knew full well that they had
to show strongly in order to maint-
ain their sixth seed in conference.
Two wins on the road one against
Hiram, who had previously won only
one game all year, and the other
against archrival Denison comb-
ined with a Denison loss against
Allegheny, would have drawn the La-
dies to within one and a half games
of the Big Red, with Denison still
having to play the top teams in the
conference down the stretch. The La-
dies had only Wooster left, so on this
seemed favorable.
Sadly, all of this went by the
boards. The Ladies fought hard but
came up short against Denison 73-5- 0,
and then dropped a heartbreak-ln- g
game to Hiram on the road 68-6- 5
in overtime. Both these games, the
ktter especially, were crippling to the
Ceding of the Ladies in conference,
25 they dropped to 5-1- 0 and half a
pme behind Wooster for sixth place
ln conference. Thus, Wednesday's
game against Wooster would be ex-tem- ely
important towards who they
Wl" face in the first round of the
NCAC playoffs.
minutes."
With Saturday being Senior
Day, the team's chances of ending
the regular season with a win look
better this time around.
"We'll be back at home and at
full strength for J.C. Cangilla and
John Campbell's last game,"
Kunka said. "We want a big crowd
to wish them off."
Prior to presstime, the Lords
trailed Hiram College by a game in
the conference standings for eighth
place in the league. Kenyon was 3-1- 1,
while Hiram boasted a 4-1- 0
record.
The Lords faced Earlham Col-
lege yesterday in a game that the
Lords could have moved into a tie
with Hiram if they won.
The Lords are confident the
2002-0- 3 season will end better than
it started.
"For the most part it has been a
very difficult rebuilding year and we
have faced a great deal of adversity
from our lack of height and experi-
ence," said junior Alex Neuman.
"But there have been some bright
spots and we look to build on them
in our last few games and carry them
forward into next season."
Senior John Campbell led the
team with 20 points and nine re- -
splits NCACmatches
Last Wednesday, the Ladies
rolled into Granville to compete with
Denison in hopes that they could
continue on their winning ways
against their rival. Earlier in the year,
the Ladies were successful and
wound up defeating Denison 49-4- 0
in Tomsich Arena, as the Ladies te-
nacious defense wore down and
frustrated the Denison offense.
However, this game was a very dif-
ferent story, as the Ladies simply
were outgunned in the first half.
Despite Kenyon shooting a very re-
spectable 40 in the half, the Big
Red dominated. With 17 field goals,
six of them three pointers, Denison
shot a mind-boggli- ng 65 from the
floor, and the score reflected this as
the Ladies were down 45-2- 5 at half-tim-e.
Despite fighting to claw back
early in the second half, the Ladies
could get no closer, as they managed
just nine field goals and the Big Red
dropped the Ladies handily 73-5- 0.
The Big Red's balanced attack fea-
tured four players in double figures,
led by guards Emma Woodward '05
and Mary Larouere '04, with 11
each. The Ladies were led by post
Beth Lye '03 who registered nine
points and three rebounds.
Trying to revive their winning
ways, the Ladies then took to the
road as they met Hiram up in Hiram,
Ohio. Earlier, the Ladies handled the
Terriers easily, winning 69-5- 6 at
Tomsich Arena. Yet what was sup-
posed to be an easier opponent for
the Ladies turned out to be a struggle
from the start, as the pesky Terriers
came out with a will to win.
Having won only once all year,
the Terriers were due for some
bounces. The Ladies' struggles con-
tinued from the floor. They shot just
r . ir r l . -
f it i v .
Senior John Campbell (23) looks on as
bounds. Junior Derrick Herman
poured in a career high 17 and
also contributed nine rebounds.
Junior Alex Neuman added 14.
The Lords jumped in front to a
49-3- 2 lead at halftime and main-
tained their lead throughout the
second half.
The Lords received inspira-
tion from the 1965 Kenyon bas-
ketball team.
"It was a neat experience for
the team to meet some guys who
played here 38 years ago," said
Kunka. "The guys were really
34 in the first half and could
not find their rhythm. When all
was said and done, the Ladies
found themselves down to the
hapless Terriers 26-2- 5 at the half.
The Ladies, anchored by the play
of Lye and Forward Lauren
Camp '03, fought back, in the
second half making the game run
all the way down to the wire.
This thriller was too good
for regulation, as both teams
could not put each other away
and stood at 59-5- 9, forcing over-
time. The overtime session did
not go well for either team, as
both squads combined to go 3-- 13
from the floor in the five
minute period. With Camp
fouled out and on the bench, the
Ladies saw their luck fade, as the
Terriers gritted out a tough 68-6- 5
win on their home floor. De-
spite strong performances by
Lye (19 points, 2 rebounds) and
Camp (15 points 5 rebounds),
the Ladies had no answer for
Amanda Hummell '04. The guard
lit the Ladies up for a game-hig- h
22 points and grabbed eight re-
bounds as the Terriers thrived on
timely shooting and solid defense,
holding Kenyon who leads the
league in threes without a made
three- - oint basket.
Sitting at 5-- 10 in the League,
the Ladies entertained Wooster
at home to finish out the regular
season last Wednesday. Awin over
the Scots and a Wooster loss
against Earlham on Saturday
would mean the Ladies would face
Earlham in the playoffs. If Wooster
wins either game, the Ladies draw
the Ohio Wesleyan Battling
1
JV
Kevin Guckes
freshman Tyler Rehm shoots the ball.
motivated and inspired by guys who
came back not only to see each other,
but see this year's team play. That
was our most inspired and best effort
of the year. I'm looking forward to see-
ing how the game carries over to the end
of the season."
In the game proceeding Hiram, the
Lords lost at rival Denison University
61-5- 3, Feb. 12. Campbell led the team
with 15, but in the first half the Lords
could only muster up 17 points, shoot-
ing 29 percent from the field.
Seniors John Campbell and J.C
Congilla will wrap up their collegiate
Equestrians
BY TAMAR CHALKER
Staff Reporter
Despite the snowy weekend, a
group from the Kenyon College Eques-
trian Team traveled their way to Lake
Erie College to compete in a show this
past Sunday.
Having missed the first day of the
show due to the weather, the Kenyon
riders made up for their absence, as
each of the Ladies came home with at
least one ribbon. The Kenyon College
Equestrian Team competed against
about 100 riders from around the state.
This year has been a bit challeng-
ing for the Kenyon riders. In intercol-
legiate horse showing, one is assigned
to a horse owned by the host school
only minutes before competing. Jun-
ior Tori Steen said, "We have been
plagued with horrible draws this year,
and finally on this show, we had some
awesome draws and even better rides."
The Kenyon College riders who com-
peted were Steen, freshman Tracey
Seigrist, sophomore Julie Devine, jun-
ior Whitney Brown and seniors Kristen
Kestnerand Margaret Crews. Between
the six of them, they brought home over
ten ribbons.
Devine explained that horse show
competitors are "judged on our hunt
seat equitation, what we look like on
the horse, how steady we are and how
kind to the horse we are and how
quickly we mold to the different per-
sonality of each horse." This can be
especially tricky, since most riders are
only able to see someone else ride his
or her horse a couple times before it is
that riders turn to compete.
The most exciting performance of
the show was given by Devine. Hav-
ing won the blue ribbon for both her
jumping and flat classes, she qualified
basketball careers this Saturday. A half-tim- e
ceremony will honor the seniors
and their parents. Kunka believes both
Campbell and Cangilla have made hon-
orable contributions to the program.
"John has had a really great year,"
Kunka said. "He was our leading scorer,
leading rebounder. Last year he was hurt
a lot and it was a tougher season for him
than he would have wanted. He's cer-
tainly been, our offensive floor leader
this year from a scoring and rebound-
ing standpoint. He is a great kid to
coach. He plays intense, plays hard
and he still has a little looseness, which
I am sure his teammates appreciate."
While Cangilla's contributions
may not look as good on paper as
Campbell, Cangilla's leadership im-
presses Kunka.
"J.C. does not play as prominent
role from scoring standpoint, but he
is very vocal leader," said Kunka. "He
missed pretty much the entire junior
season, he didn't play much sopho-
more year, so he hasn't had full four-ye- ar
experience." I was really glad to
see him spend some time this sum-
mer in Gambier, using the weight
room and gym. He and I played a lot
this summer. The commitment he's
made, despite not playing a lot, is that
much more impressive. He's not the
guy who gets his name in the paper."
excel at Erie
for another class, made up of only her
and an Ohio University rider. They
were competing for high point rider for
the entire competition. Crews explained
that in a ride-o- ff such as this one, "The
judge can assign many kinds of tests,
from 'drop your stirrups' to making
drastic transitions such as going from a
canter to a halt as quickly and smoothly
as possible." Devine ended up missing
a canter lead and won reserve high
point rider. This was an amazing per-
formance, considering she had never
won a class before Sunday.
Seigrist gave another great perfor-
mance. She placed second in her flat
class and fifth in her jumping class.
Sunday was her first Intercollegiate
Horse Show Association competition,
so her accomplishments were espe-
cially exciting.
Kestner traveled to Lake Erie
College on Saturday without her
team or coach. She won her walk-trot-cant- er
class, giving the Kenyon
team a good start to the rest of the
show. On Sunday, this time with her
teammates and coach around, she
was able to place fourth in another
flat class.
The Equestrian Team attributed
a lot of their success to their coach,
Laura Maxwell. She may be famil-
iar to many Kenyon students' as
"Max," one of the people who works
in the Bookstore. Maxwell gives
each of the riders two lessons a week,
in relatively small groups of two or
three riders. Steen commented, "We
just would not be able to function like
we do without her. When you join
the team, she not only makes you a
better rider, but she takes you into
life as a friend, which I think is rare
in the somewhat stuffy world of
horse riding."
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Ladies win NCAC meet by
BY JUSTIN KARPLNOS
Staff Reporter
The Kenyon Ladies swim team
captured its 19th straight North Coast
Athletic Conference title last weekend
at the NCAC Championships in Can-
ton, Ohio. The Ladies tallied 14993
points to edge Denison, which was just
223 points behind.
Thursday's finals began with the
200-yar- d freestyle relay. The Ladies'
team of Jane Alexander '06, Erinn
Hurley '03, Beth Galloway '04 and
Agnese Ozolina '04 managed to edge
both Wooster and Denison. Somewhat
surprisingly, the Wooster quartet es-
tablished an early lead and was able
to hold off Denison, which owns both
the NCAC and NCAA records in the
event However, the Ladies were able
to hold off the Scotswomen, thanks
largely to Galloway's 22.97 split, the
fastest 50 freestyle split of the meet.
"There were standout individual
performances from all the schools in
the conference," said senior Ashley
Rowatt. "But at same time, we did
dominate the meet by having the ma-
jority of our girls swim really well."
The 500 freestyle proved to be
an exhibition of the Ladies' strength
in the distance events. Rachel Smith
'06, Rowatt, Kate Holland '03, Me-
lissa Holt '03 and Annie Racek '03
all earned places in the champion-
ship heat and finished 1-3-- 7-8 to
take a substantial overall lead.
Smith's victory was one of the most
exciting races of the night, as she
took the lead from early leader
Elisabeth Roesch of Wooster at the
350 mark to win in 5:00.28.
The Ladies relied on Hurley,
Jennie Miller '06 and Claire Tindal
'03 in the 200 IM. This Ladies trio
finished 4-5- -6 in the final. Notably,
Hiram College had its first NCAC
champion ever in Beth Groselle,
who won in 2:08.54.
The Ladies put three more
swimmers in the final of the 50
freestyle, with Galloway, Alexander
and Ozolina all qualifying for the
championship heat. In the finals,
Galloway, the top qualifier, was
upset by Wooster's Kayla Heising
by the slimmest of margins. Heising
finished in 2333; Galloway was .01
seconds behindDeninaaiz.j.Jt.Euuiwcicat 23.34. Both were unMiavwiaiiuuiiuw w..o.
Lords runners strike
BY LIAM HAGGERTY
Staff Reporter
Senior Ben Hildebrand set the
tone early for the Lords Indoor
Track team this weekend. Running
in the 5000 meter race, the first
event at the unscored Denison Uni-
versity "Big Red" Invitational,
Hildebrand finished in 14:51.10, a
NCAA provisional qualifying stan-
dard. Fellow teammate and senior
Michael Baird came up just short
of the NCAA benchmark of
14:55.00, but he still broke the fif-
teen minute mark, running a
14:56.31 . Hildebrand and Baird fin-
ished second and third, respectively,
as Denison's Brock Babcock took
first with a time of 14:49.12. This
strong showing by the Lords' dis
under Galloway's NCAC record of
23.52. Alexander and Ozolina fin-
ished fourth and sixth, respectively.
Alexander's time of 24.33 was
slower than her relay leadoff split
of 24.26, but both were strong pro-
visional times that could earn her a
NCAA berth.
The 400 medley relay belonged
to the Ladies quartet of Galloway,
Betsy Garratt '03, Hurley and
Ozolina, who won decisively in
3:55.17, well off their own confer-
ence record of 3:52.79 from 2002.
Galloway's 100 backstroke split of
57.34, however, broke her own
NCAC record from the 2002 meet.
Friday night's finals opened
with the 200 medley relay. The La-
dies quartet of Galloway, Garratt,
Chan and Alexander appeared to
take another decisive victory in
1:46.57, just .01 off Denison's con-
ference record. However, a coach-
ing error in listing the wrong swim-
mers on the team's entry card re-
sulted in a disqualification, taking
away the win and 64 points from the
Ladies and giving them to the Big
Red, who finished in 1:48.13.
In the 400 IM, Rowatt success-
fully defended her 2002 title by win-
ning in 4:29.58, just off her 2002
record of 4:28.42. Three of her class-
mates Racek, Laura Wareck and
Emily Hatcher were also finalists,
finishing 6-7- -8.
The 100 butterfly final proved
to be one of the most competitive of
the entire meet, with seven of the
eight finalists swimming sub-minu- te
performances. Chan shared the title
with Denison's Jill Boo; the pair
caught Wooster's Heising, the early
leader, to tie for first place in 58.41.
Hurley finished fourth in 58.85,
while Tindal was sixth in 59.37.
Chan's swim was a season best and
a strong NCAA consideration time.
The 200 freestyle, like the 500
freestyle, was a display of the La-
dies' remarkable depth. Kenyon
swept the top three places, thanks
to the strong performances of Smith,
Ozolina and Holt, who finished 1-2- -3.
Kenyon was only able to place
one swimmer in the finals of the 100
breaststroke.' Garratt, swimming
unshavedand under considerable ill
tance runners was only the beginning
of what Head Coach Duane Gomez
called the Lords' "best meet of the
indoor season."
The Big Red Invitational, held
at the Mitchell Athletic Center on
the campus of Denison University
in Granville, Ohio, was truly an
inter-conferen- ce match-u- p, as the
Lords competed among fellow
NCAC squads as well as those
from other conferences. Repre-
sented at the meet were teams from
host Denison University, Carnegie
Mellon University, Cedarville Uni-
versity, Hiram College, the College
of Wooster and West Virginia State.
The distance and middle dis-
tance runners, led by the great start
from Hildebrand and Baird, turned
in the best performances of the day
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A Lady swimmer practices her backstroke for their meet against CWRU.
ness, nonetheless finished third in
1:0738.
The Ladies placed four swim-
mers in the final of the 100 back-
stroke. Galloway lowered her own
record for the second time in as
many days by winning comfort-
ably in 56.35, while Miller, Sarah
Retrum '03 and Chan finished 3-4- -7,
respectively.
In the one-met- er dive, senior
Quinn Hoffman earned some key
points by finishing sixth, despite
recording one incomplete dive.
Hoffman finished with 254.65
points.
The Ladies 800 freestyle re-
lay team featured the top three in-
dividual finishers in the 200
freestyle Holt, Smith and
Ozolina along with Hurley. As
expected, this quartet cruised to win
in 737.1 1 , crushing the existing
ferencerecordof7:41.46byoverfour
seconds and beating runner-u- p
Wooster by over eight seconds.
Smith and Holland opened Sat-
urday evening by taking second and
third place, respectively, in the 1650
freestyle, the times of both Smith
(17:24.87) and Holland (17:30.90)
re-qualif- ied them for the NCAA
Championships.
The Ladies entered the finals of
the 200 backstroke with the top four
seeds: Galloway, Retrum, Miller and
Holland qualified 1-2-- 3-4. In the
championship final, however,
standout swims from Wooster and
Denison prevented a Kenyon sweep.
Gallowayj and Retrum finished 1-- 2
it big at Denison Invitational
for the Lords. Junior Aaron Emig
won his second 1500 meter race in
a row, finishing in a blistering
4:00.93, a personal best time for
him this season. Emig simply out-
ran the rest of the competition, with
the second place finisher crossing
the line nearly eleven seconds af-
ter Emig finished his race. Fresh-
man teammate Mark Geiger of-
fered his thoughts on Emig's race,
saying, "It's just fun to watch him
go out there and gap the field by so
much. It's almost as if he's saying,
'Hey, I need to go win now, I'll see
the rest of you at the finish line.'"
A few hours later, Emig was
back on the track, this time in the
3000 meter race. Running that dis-
tance for the first time in his ca-
reer, Emig finished with a time of
a narrow margin
,
.
,J
. .
...
.'
Kevin Guckes
in 2:0439 and 2:0734, both NCAA
automatic times; Miller and Holland
were fifth and sixth in 2:10.43 and
2:10.74.
Both Ozolina and Wooster's
Heising were under the existing con-
ference record in the 100 freestyle, for-
merly held by Kenyon legend Carla
Ainsworth. Heising jumped to almost
a full second lead over Ozolina at the
50 (24.05 to 24.95), and Ozolina was
unable to close the gap completely.
The pair finished in 54.24 and 5130,
respectively, both of which were
NCAA automatic times. Heising's
second conference record of the meet
secured her the NCAC Swimmer of
the Meet award. For the Ladies,
Hurley's fifth place finish of 5339
qualified her provisionally for
NCAAs.
Rowatt was Kenyon's only
swimmer in the finals of the 200
breaststroke. She finished third in
2:23.92, just .13 off the NCAA auto-
matic standard.
The story was the same in the 200
butterfly, where Denison's Boo
jumped to an early lead over Kenyon's
Tindal and Racek. Kenyon first-ye- ar
Carly Chornobil, also swimming in
the championship heat, swam even
with Boo to the 75 yard mark, but nei-
ther Chornobil's early speed nor
Tindal and Racek's strong final 50
splits were enough to take over the
lead. Tindal and Racek finished sec-
ond and third, respectively, and
Chornobil was seventh, which gave
the Ladies a valuable point edge over
Denison going into the final relay.
9:09.30 to finish in third place over
all.
Racing with Emig in both the
1500 and 3000 was freshman Rich
Bartholomew, who put up some
solid times for himself.
Bartholomew's time of 4:19.17 in
the 1500 was good enough for sixth
place overall, and he added a fifth
place finish in the 3000 with a time
of 9:30.96.
Joining Hildebrand and Baird
was senior Matt Cabrera, who ran
a strong 5000, finishing in fifth
place with a time of 15:31.89. That
time was Cabrera's personal best for
an indoor race. The Lords gained
three of the top five spots in the
5000. This was Cabrera's personal
best for an indoor race, and it gave
the Lords three of the top five spots
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Hoffman improved on her sixth
place finish from the night before with
a fourth place showing on the three-met- er
board. Hoffman finished with
274.70 points, just three points away
from third place.
"We definitely needed Quinn
throughout the weekend," said Rowatt
"We were really glad to have her with
us in a scoring position. She contrib-
uted solidly to the team finish."
With the Ladies' overall victory
contingent on not being disqualified
in the 400 freestyle relay, the team of
Alexander, Galloway, Hurley and
Ozolina responded with a win in
3:28.75, which was only .04 seconds
off the conference record set in 1999.
"We knew that team score was
very close and that if we got disquali-
fied in the relay we could lose the
meet," said Ozolina, "so we tried to
keep our starts really safe."
"We're happy to walk away with
the team title, but the team score is a
byproduct of us doing what we came
to the meet to do," said Rowatt. "We
did a good job of filling out the spots
on the national team we entered the
meet with 13 qualifiers, and it looks
like we've got 17 that have a good
chance of being invited to the na-
tional meet."
Apart from the team's scored pe-
rformances, two non-scori- ng swim-
mers Christina Stratton '06 and
Danielle Korman '06 qualified pro-
visionally for NCAAs in time tr-
ials.
"It was great to see some strong
swims from our non-scorers- ," said
Rowatt. "Swimming by yourself in
a time trial is not an easy thing to
do, and having best times and NCAA
cuts come out of these races says a lot
about these girls."
This Saturday, the Ladies will
travel to Case Western Reserve Un-
iversity in Cleveland for the CWRU
Invitational, which will be the
team's final meet before the NCAA
Championships in March.
"We still want to get one or
two more swimmers qualified for
nationals, but we feel that we're in
a good position for the Case meet
this weekend, and ultimately for
nationals. We know that the com-
petition will be there, and we'll be
ready to meet it," said Rowatt
in the 5000. That race was the de
fining moment for the Lords. As Ge-
iger said "we just fed off the energy that
Hilde, Baird and Cabrera gave off af-
ter the first event and just ran with it
Junior PJ. Bumsted completed his 800
meter race in a time of 139.80 earn-
ing him a second place finish overall.
Freshman Zack Rosen won his heat in
the 200 meter dash with a time of2453,
and sophomore teammate Ife
Eleyinafe, running in a later heat, fin-
ished fifth with a time of 24.72.
The Lords left Denison on Sa-
turday, having turned in their most
impressive performance of the se-
ason, both individually and as a
team. The Lords return to the same
track this weekend as Denison Un-
iversity hosts the Greater Columbus
meet.
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Lords swimming wins conference championship
BY SHARON SORKIN
Staff Reporter
In a three day event that
ended on Saturday, the Kenyon
College Lords swimmers fini-
shed their season in first place
for the 18th consecutive year. The
Lords completed the champions-
hips with 1,709 points, while
Denison University posted only
1,451 for second place and the
College of Wooster racked up
744 for the distant third place
spot.
Awards were given out at the
end of the championships, and
both the team and coach were
recognized. The Lords coach, Jim
Steen, received the NCAC Coach
of the Year award at the end of
the conference championship.
Swimmer of the Year honors
went to senior swimmer Carlos
Vega, who was also the recipient
of the award last year. The two-tim- e
winner Vega won the indi-
vidual 100 yard backstroke and
also participated in the first place
team events of the 400 yard medl-
ey relay and the 200 yard med- -
ley relay, which broke the con-
ference record with a time of
1:32.11. Fellow senior Reed
Boon also had a tremendous
NCAC finish, having taken a win
on Friday with the 200 yard back-
stroke, finishing in 1:51.40, and
another first place in the 400 yard
freestyle relay, leaving the cham-
pionships with five titles to his
name.
Another big finisher was
sophomore Elliot Rushton, who
set a conference record for the
1,650 yard freestyle event
15:48.00. Rushton broke a
record established by Kenyon's
own Michael Bonomo just three
Ladies run
BY MICHAEL REYNOLDS
Staff Reporter
The Ladies Indoor Track Team
returned from the Mitchell Athletic
Center at Denison University with yet
another excellent showing in the an-
nual Big Red Invitational. Although
the meet was unscored, the Ladies
left Granville, Ohio, with arguably
their finest performance of the seas-
on.
Once again, the Ladies seem to
improve upon there previous weeks'
performance. "The Big Red Invite
was a great meet, with many impress-
ive performances," remarked first-ye- ar
Stephanie Newman, who comp-
eted in the triple jump at Denison
this past weekend. The meet show-
cased several exceptional perfor-
mances from Kenyon Ladies.
One of those performances was
turned in by Kenyon sophomore
Heather McMillan. Typifying the im-
provement made by many of the La-
dies during this short indoor season,
McMillan finished her 800 meter race
"i second place with a time of
2;2332. In comparison to last week's
Oterbein Invitational, McMillan fin-sh- ed
almost three seconds faster at
jr --,"fry,.- -' . .
A Lord burst from the water, perfecting
years ago. Notably, junior and
reigning NCAA Division III
Swimmer of the Year Marc
Courtney-Brook- s was also a
member of the first place 400
yard freestyle relay team, and fin-
ished the NCAC conference with
a total of five titles.
Even before Kenyon was an- -
nounced as the NCAC conference
champion on Saturday, the Lords'
victory was pretty much assured.
Starting on Thursday, the Lords
found themselves ahead of the
pack posting 522 points over
Denison's 408, with Wittenberg
lagging in third with 168.5 points.
Rushton established a standard
for the himself and the team at the
get go and, after completing the
500 yard freestyle (4:33.10), was
the first male swimmer in the
in 'finest performance
Katy Cameron vaults herself over the bar
the Big Red Invitational.
Also making impressive strides
in her competition, first-ye- ar Katy
Cameron finished fourth in the pole
vault, as well as a strong performance
in the 200 meter race. Cameron, a na-
tive of New Orleans, La., added six
inches to her previous finish at
Otterbein. Her vault of 8'6" and her
SPORTS
his butterfly form in prepartion for this
conference championship to au-
tomatically qualify for the
NCAA standard for entry into the
Division III national champion-
ship. The next major event of the
day was when senior Boon swam
the individual 200 yard medley
relay in 1:52.52 and took the
NCAC title for the conference
record, crushing the Denison
record set in 1999 (1:53.22).
Needless to say. Boon's time also
met the automatic qualifying
standard for the NCAA Division
III national championships.
For all of Thursday, Denison
fought hard to compete strongly
against Kenyon, and it wasn't
until the individual 50 yard
freestyle event that Kenyon
firmly pulled away, going from
a 17 point difference to the Lords
at their indoor meet this weekend hosted
third place finish in the 200 meter race
were both strong performances.
Another example of the improve-
ment made by the Ladies on a week-to-wee- k
basis is evident in their per-
formance in this week's 4x400 meter
relay race. The relay team, which fin:
ished third last week with a final time
of4:25. 14, shaved a whopping five sec
i
1
weekends' meet. Kevin Guckes
leading by 106 points over the
Denison Big Red. Kenyon
swimmers filled the top four
slots in the event. Courtney-Brook- s
finished in the first place
with a winning time of 21.19.
Senior Jon Philipsborn took sec-
ond place with a time of 21.37,
freshman Andrejs Duda placed
third (21.42) and Jimmy Berger
finished in the fourth place spot
(21.43).
The disproportionate
amount of Kenyon victories
continued for Friday's perfor-
mance, proving to the confer-
ence, yet again, the unwavering
strength of Kenyon swimmers.
Kenyon finished on Friday with
1,147 points to cement their po-
sition in first place. Denison fol-
lowed behind Kenyon with 989
of season'
at Dension Laine Scott
onds off their time to finish third this
week in 4:20.68.
The jewel in the crown of the
Ladies performances this past week-
end came in the sparkling perfor-
mance of the Ladies in the 1500 meter
race. Ladies placed first, second and
fourth in the race. First-ye- ar Chris-
tina McNamara and junior Anna
The Kenyon Collegian 15
points for second place, while
Wooster posted 476 points to take
the third place spot.
The day began with a Lords
six race streak of first place fin-
ishers, beginning with the 200
yard relay team of Vega, Boon,
Courtney-Brook- s and Berger,
who broke the NCAC conference
record in 1 :32.11.
Also notable was freshman
Duda's time of 4:02.77 for the
400 yard IM relay, for which he
received his first NCAC title of
his swimming career.
The Lords also swam
strongly in the 100 yard butter-
fly. Kenyon swimmers took the
top three places for that event,
with Courtney-Brook- s leading
the pack, followed by second
place sophomore Thomas Ashby
and third place finisher senior
Vega, who actually took first last
season. Both Ashby and
Courtney-Brook- s automatically
qualified for entry into the NCAA
Division III national champion-
ships. The last main highlight win
on Friday was by senior Vega,
who repeated a win this year in
the 100 yard backstroke in a time
of 51.81. Last season, Vega again
finished the race in first place
with a time of 51.58.
With Swimmer of the Year
and Coach of the Year, along with
over ten total titles under their
belt, the Kenyon Lords move on
to focus on the NCAA Division
III national championships, in
part what they have been prepar-
ing for all along. Now with the
NCAC conference behind them,
emerging as victors once again,
the Lords can concentrate on
their individual victories, show-
ing the NCAA that Kenyon isn't
yet quite done with their season.
at Big Red
Bloom took the race down to the wire,
as McNamara edged out Bloom to fin-
ish the race at a blistering 4:55.08 and
4:55.21, respectively. The two Ladies
finished a full ten seconds ahead of the
rest of the crowd, including senior Erin
Shively, who finished at 5:05.06 and a
mere .01 seconds out ofa 1-2- -3 Kenyon
finish.
Improvement has been the norm
for the Ladies this season, as it seems
week in and week out they continue to
turn in better and better times. "The Big
Red Invite was, by far, the best show-
ing we have had this season," said
McMillan. "After training for four
weeks, the work is beginning to pay
off. I think it was a good indicator of
our potential, and of things to come,
for the outdoor season."
Agreeing with McMillan was
first year Stephanie Newman.
"There's not much left to the sea-
son," she said, "just the Greater Co-
lumbus Invite and the Last Chance
meet, both at Denison, but we've got
good momentum going which will
carry the team into the outdoor sea-
son." Yet if the Ladies continue to
improve, as they have this past week,
they will no doubt make some noise
at the conference meet.
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ith each day,
ment in foreign affairs grows more tense, and
the crises of the world gain the attention of
the nation. In light of our current situation,
eollegian is beginning a regular series,
"Home & Abroad, " which will examine how
our current national situation affects our
local community. In this, the first installment
of this series, we look atKenyon and Knox
County's response to a possible war in Iraq.
The Collegian welcomes comment or sugges-
tions for future editions of "Home & Abroad, "
and invites e-ma- ils to collegiankenyon.edu.
Crowd comes to protest
BY ROBBIE KETCHAM
Editor-in-Chi- ef
Around 100 people braved chilly
temperatures last Saturday morning to
argue their positions on war, peace and
Iraq. A "Walk for Peace" at the Town
Square in Mount Vernon, sponsored
by the newly-forme- d and grassroots
"Voices for Peace" organization, drew
both peace advocates and around
seven veterans, who went to protect
the honorary veterans' bricks placed
at the site of the protest.
"I am not a political activist, never
have been," said Bev Actis, a user ser-
vices specialist for Kenyon LBIS and
.
an organizer of the protest, "but when
I kept reading about an invasion ... I
really became disturbed ... Ordinary
people have to speak up and say, 'Slow
down.' That's why I'm doing this: we
have to be heard."
Actis estimated that around 20
percent of the protest participants were
related in some way to Kenyon. The
"Voices for peace" organization itself,
however, came about quite informally,
when local resident Irene Wells met
with a friend who was also concerned
about the Iraq situation.
'Two of us just put the word out
and we just decided that we wanted to
plan a peace walk," said Wells after
the protest. "Three of us planned the
first one, which happened on the 18th
r - " at " - ft 'I.
America's commit
of January. At that one, we had about
25 people, so today we came close to
quadrupeling our size."
Not everyone at the Square was
protesting the possible war, however.
County resident Willis Pritchett was
one of around seven veterans who
came to defend the honor of the me-
morial bricks, placed in the Square in
honor of America's soldiers. While
Pritchett said he was neither there to
prevent the protest nor to argue for a
pro-w- ar position, he expressed con-
cern about the peace marchers.
"We had heard that the peace
marchers were going to step on the
veterans' bricks," said Pritchett. "We
have come out to protect them. Seven
of America's finest showed up today
to help protect the bricks.
"They have every right to protest
and be heard. I served in the military
so that they could protest. They ap-
proached me, and told me what I
should think and how I should act."
Actis said she respects the veter-
ans' position. "I have great respect for
the veterans," she said, "and I'm
thankful for their powerful contribu-
tions to defend us. It's important for
people hearing of us in the peace
movement, to respect the contributions
that all the military personnel have
made in the past and present. That's
why we want peace: we don't want to
see our soldiers get killed."
H
Robbie Ketcham
j
.
'"
Peace advocate Jenn Wright, left, and veteran Willis Pritchett argue the Iraq
situation Saturday morning at the Mount Vernon Town Square.
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Inquiring into the cost of war
Political Science forum discusses invasion's merits, risks
BY ROBERT ARKELL
Staff Reporter
The Political Science Depar-
tment's panel discussion concerning
the upcoming war with Iraq drew a
large-crow- d last Wednesday night.
The panel was held in Philomathesian
Hall, which was jammed with both
students and faculty. A few students
even had to resort to standing in the
stairwells outside the hall so that they
could hear the talk. Professor Joseph
Klesner moderated the discussion and
began by introducing the four partici-
pants: Visiting Professor Tanya M.
Charlick-Pale- y, Associate Professor
Alex McKeown, Visiting Professor
David Roweand Professor John Elliott.
Klesner assured his audience that the
panel would not "speculate on restruc-
turing Iraq or anything of that sort."
Instead, the panel concentrated on
United States foreign policy and poli-
tics ifthe Bush Administration decided
to go to war against Iraq.
Charlick-Pale- y was the first
speaker, and she presented the argu-
ment forthe Bush Administration using
diplomacy rather than force to try and
disarm Saddam Hussein's regime. She
began by listing three implications she
saw facing the United States in going
to war against Iraq. The first was that
there would be a shift between the
importance of military force and dip-
lomatic negotiation in United States
foreign pol icy . Charlick-Pale- y believes
that "soft power," ordiplomatic nego-
tiation, has been the most preferable
way for dealing with rogue states like
Iraq since the end of the Cold War. But
Charlick-Pale- y warned that, "bychoos-in- g
to engage Iraq militarily some
could argue that we are moving back
to military power as the most prefer-
able choice in handling foreign
policy."
Thesecond implication dealt with
the consequences of the United States
acting alone in the war against Iraq.
Charlick-Pale- y thinks that the Bush
Administration's choice to forcibly
disarm Saddam without consent from
other United States allies could back-
fire in the future. If the Bush Admini-
stration ignores the complaints made
by the international community, she
predicts that, "We're likely to be alone
in Iraq while we have to rebuild Iraq."
Charlick-Pale- y finished her argument
by pointing out that Saddam Hussein
will be more tempted to use his weap-
ons of mass destruction against
Americans if he is forced to fight to
preserve his leadership. "One way in
which we can ensure Saddam uses
weaponsof mass destruction is to back
himagainstawall,"shcsaid. Charlick-Pale- y
concluded by saying that the
United States has not exhausted all of
its options in disarming Iraq through
diplomatic means.
MeKeown, who had temporarily
left his sabbatical to join the panel,
presented the argument in favor of
going to war against Iraq. "I think that
war isalmost certain," McKeown said;
The most powerful reasons for going
to war, according to McKeown, rest in
the facts that, "The United States and
Britain have gone too far now to back
down. Their credibility is on the line
. . . They have made it clear that they
are determinited to remove the regime
of Saddam Hussein. They believe that
this is the only way ... to prevent Iraq
from producing weapons of mass de-
struction."
McKeown thinks that the Iraqis
have the capability to develop nuclear
weapons in a matter of five years if the
United States decides not to disarm
them militarily. He warned that if Iraq
did possess nuclear weapons, "the
United States . . . would be quite reluc-
tant to go to war." This would increase
Iraq's ability to invade Middle Eastern
states, such as Kuwait, with very little
opposition. He pointed out that Iraq
has done everything to deter UN weap-
ons inspectors since 1991, and that
"Inspections cannot succeed if the re-
gime doesn't cooperate."
Concerning the amount of casu-
alties the United States-militar- y would
suffer in the war against Iraq,
McKeown guessed that there could be
between 500 and 2,000 soldiers killed
in action. He believed that the heaviest
fighting would be in Baghdad, where
Hussein would most likely use chemi-
cal and biological weapons on both
United States troops and Iraqi citizens.
However, McKeown said that the ca-
sualties suffered in a war against Iraq
now would be fewer than in a war in
the future.
Rowe agreed with McKeown
concerning the fact that war with
Iraq is inevitable. He assumes that a
war with Iraq could be as short as
four weeks or as long as six months.
He argued that the Bush
Administration's decision to go to
war in Iraq would not produce a
solid victory against what he sees as
the more important War against
Terror. In fact, Rowe believes that a
war in Iraq will only inspire terror-
ists to commit more devastating
attacks against the United States.
Rowe referred to a CIA analysis
made last fall, which states that Iraq
would retaliate with weapons of
massdestruction if the United States
decided to invade. Rowe also be-
lieves that "the impending war on
Iraq also increases the likelihood of
an attack by Al-Quaed- a." He said,
"Al-Quae- da has a strong interest
not in the survival of the Iraqi
regime ... but in bogging down
the United States in an unpopular
war in a distant land with a foreign
culture." A war in Iraq would also
inspire many Iraqi citizens to join
Al-Qae- da in striking back against
the United States, according to
Rowe.
Rowe also stressed that the
distribution of weapons of mass
destruction would not be checked
in Iraq if the United States decided
to invade. Rowe agrees that the
strongest reason for going to war
is that the reputations forthe United
States, United Nations, the NATO
alliance and even the idea of inte-
rnational law are all on the line. He
strongly believes, however, that
the war on Iraq will not make war
on terrorism will not be any easier
for the United States.
Elliott ended the panel by talk-
ing about how the American public
would respond to the Push
administration's decision to go to
war against Iraq. Elliott said that
Congress has very little power in
preventing the president from mak-in- g
these decisions since the
Vietnam war, but also pointed out
that the American public has a
great amount of power in shaping
the president's choices in goingto
war. Even though the military
would not refer to public opinion
in attacking Iraq, Elliott thinksthat
the public opinion would ult-
imately decide the fate of the
president's success in re-electi- on.
He referred to George Bush Sr.'s
sharp rise in popularity during the
first Gulf War, and the equally
sharp decline in the public's favor
after the war was finished. The
public perceived Bush Sr. as a
great foreign policy president, but
condemned him for his failures in
domestic policy.
Elliott thinks that the Amer-
ican public will be primarily
concerned with the War on Te-
rrorism in the upcoming 2004
election. "They don't really care
about Iraq," Elliott said. "What
they really care about is the war on
terrorism." Elliott believes thai
"there will be an evaluation of the
war ... in Iraq in context with the
war on terrorism." If the war in
Iraq goes well for Bush, then the
American public will respond ins
similar manner to the response to
Bush Sr. during the Gulf War. Bui
Elliott believes that Bush's next
term will ultimately rest on
whether the war in Iraq has r-
educed the likelihood o(
international terrorism. Ell'011
claimed that there will be a great
debate on whether this war has
had any affect on terrorism n
Bush begins his campaign,
that, "Any terrorist action that o-
ccurs in 2004 will produce a debate
on whether this was made mo
likely because of Iraq."
